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A ll IE
—“THAT THY WAY MAY BE KNOWN UPON EARTH, THY SAVING HEALTH AMONG ALL NATIONS.”

NO. 4.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1835

VOL. VI.
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wait for applications for the services of the faith and love. They begged to have the sto
Church. Let us rather send forth our mission ry repeated, and it was to them as ‘ life from
aries, and plant them in the waste places, and the dead.” pp.442—445.—Southern Churchman.
trust in the Lord to raise up both the spiritual
INFLUENCE OF EARLY IMPRESSIONS.
and material temple.*
It is reported of a man, eminent for his tal
The interesting services of the day were con
tinued in the afternoon, when the Rev. James ents, his elevated situation in life, and his dissi
W. Cooke, the minister of the parish, was ad pation, that one evening, while sitting at the
mitted to the holy order priests. The house gaming table, he was observed to be unusually
was more crowded, if possible, than in the morn sad. His associates rallied him uponhis serious
ing. Numbers could not gain admittance; and aspect. He endeavored, by rousing himself,
so thoroughly were the aisles filled even to the and by sallies of wit, which he had always at
railing of the chancel, that the imposition of command, to turn away their attention, and
13. Has my cheerfulness to-day been from levity?
hands was performed of necessity within the throw off the transient gloom. Not many mo
11. Am 1 so taken up with my anxieties and trials, that
railing. On this occasion, prayers were read ments transpired, before he again seemed lost
RELIGIOUS.
they overpower the sense of my mercies?
by the Rev. Mr. Pratt, and the lessons by the in thought, and dejected, by some mournful
15. Do 1 wish to hide from my fellow creatures, what I
Rev. Mr. Fenner, The sermon was preached by contemplation." This exposed him so entirely
From the Episcopal Recorder.
cannot hide from God? (Heb. iv. 13.)
Re”. Dr. Crocker, in the place of Dr. Milnor, to the ridi cule of his companions, that he could
RHODE ISLAND CONVOCATION—EDUCA
16. In the want of comfort, do I blame the preacher,
of New York, who expected to have been pre not defend himself. As they poured in upon
TION SOCIETY—CONSECRATION
or my own prayerless heart ?
sent. The subject chosen by the speaker was him their taunts and jeers, he at last remarked,
OF CHRIST CHURCH.
17. Have I faith to believe I can do all things through
On Wednesday, the 9th ult. the Rhode Is one especially congenial with the feelings of his “ well, to tell the truth, I cannot help thinking
Christ strengthening me; and do I act on this principle? land Convocation met by appointment at Lons clerical brethren:—We have this treasure in every now and then, of the prayers my mother
dale. At 4 o’clock P. M. a meeting was earthen vessels, that the excellency of the pow used to offer for me at my bedside, when I was
MISSIONARY.
held of the board of managers of the Rhode er may be of God and not of us.” J he train of a child. Old as I am. I cannot forget the im
Island Episcopal Education Society. The sub thought to which this interesting discourse gave pressions of those early years.” Here was a
From the London Christian Observer.
ject of ministerial education is one which is rise was peculiarly adapted to the occasion.— man of highly cultivated mind, and of talents of
THE VAUDOIS MISSIONARY.
becoming daily more important, and we trust The candidate was then presented by Rev. Dr. so high an order as to give him influence and
eminence, notwithstanding his dissolute life ; and
An old Popish writer (sec Reineros Saccoho’s book, a. that the It. I. brethren are determined not to be Crocker, and many of the clergy assisted in the
n. 1258) complains that “the manner in which the Wald- left behind in the spirit of active and enterpris imposition of hands. The holy communion was yet neither lapse of years, nor acquisition of
enses and heretics disseminate their principles among the ing zeal in this good work. A defective organ administered by Bishop Griswold,assisted by the knowledge, nor coroding cares, nor scenes of
Catholicgentry, was by carrying with them a box of trin
the Rev. Mr. Monroe; when a large number dissipation, could obliterate the effect which a
kets, or articles of dress. Having entered the house of a ization of the Society, which was formed a little
mother s devotions had left upon his mind. The
family of the’gentry and disposed of some of their goods, more than a year since, has much retarded its ef united in the celebration of this sacrament. In
they intimated that they had commodities far more valuable forts. This defect was remedied at the late State the evening divine service was again held,when still small voice of a mother’s prayers rose above
than these—inestimable jewels, which they would shew if Convention,and the present was the first meeting the right of confirmation was administered for the noise of guilty revelry. The pious mother,
they could be protected from the clergy. They would
the third time in the last fifteen months; in though dead, still continued to speak, in im
then give their purchasers a Bible or I'estament; and of the board held under the new organization. which period forty-five individuals haverenewed pressive rebuke, to her dissolute son. Many
Several
candidates
for
the
ministry
are
pursuing
thereby many were deluded into heresy.” The following
verses were composed in allusion to this statement. But theirstudies at BristolCollege,and the preparato their baptismal vows. Prayers were read by facts might be introduced, illustrating the im
lhe following is so
the writer has oversteped the author in speaking of silks ry school, under the patronage of this Society Rev. Mr. Howe of Boston, and the lessons by portance of this duty,
and jewels; for it was not likely that these humble itiner
the Rev. Mr. Brown. The Sermon was preach much to the point, and affords such cheering
and
its
auxiliaries.
At
the
present
meeting
ants vended such costly articles, or wished to minister to
of the board two new beneficiaries were relect- ed by the Bishop, who is alleys listened to with encouragement, that I cannot refrain from relat
the vanity or luxury of those whom they visited.
ing it.
ed, with a view to their connection with the deep interest by his children in the Lord.
Oh’, lady fair, these silks of mine
A few years since, a gentleman from England
On Friday morning the Convocation conven
promising
institution
at
Bristol.
Arc beautiful and rare—
ed for business, when they were favored with brought a letter ot introduction to a gentleman
The richest web of tbe Indian loom,
On Wednesday evening a meeting was held the presence of their beloved Diocesan. In in this country. The stranger was of accom
Which beauty’s self might wear-,
i designed as preparatory to the solemn service the afternoon they separated, comforted and plished mind and manners, but in sentiment an
An J these pearls are pure and mild to behold,
\of the morrow.
And with radiant light they vie:
strengthed by their brotherly intercourse, and infidel. The gentleman to whom he brought
I have brought them witii me a weary way;
Various circumstances conspired to render grateful to him who had again proved to them letters of introduction, and his lady, were active
Will my gentle lady buy?
the occasion on which the brethren were asaeiYi- \ that their labor was “not in vain in the Lord.
Christian philanthropists. They invited the
And the lady smiled on tbe worn old man,
bled one of unusual interest. This parish had
atrsoger to make tlieir liouse Ills llQlUG, and
Through the dark and clustering curls
been emphatically a child of many prayers,
* It may be well to add, that this parish is not one of treated him with every possible attention.—
Which veiled her brow as she bent to view
those
of
which
mention
has
already
been
made
in
the
and its progress had been watched with much
His silks and glittering pearls;
as being peculiarly favoured of the Lord and Upon the evening of his arrival, just before the
interest by the Churches. The divine blessing isRecorder,
And she placed their price in the old man's hand,
therefore to be added to the list of the illustrations of usual hour for retiring, the gentleman, knowing
had
been
signally
bestowed
upon
the
ministra

And lightly turned away;
good effect of Convocational effort in Rhode Island.
the peculiarity of his guest’s sentiments, ob
But she paused at the wanderer’s earnest call
tions of the word—members had been gather
served to him that the hour had arrived in which
“My gentle lady, stay!”
ed into the fold of Christ—gradual, but con
MINISTERIAL FIDELITY,
they usually attended family prayers ; that he
stant additions had been made to the Church—
“Oh! lady fair, I have yet a gem
The following is extracted from Bishop Sumer’s re should be happy to have him remain and unite
Which a purer lustre flings
prejudices deeply seated had been removed—a cent work on the Ministerial Character of Christ.
with them ; or, if he preferred, lie could retire.
Than the diamond flash of the jewelled crown
large and increasing congregation collected—
“All pastoral experience tends to prove the The gentleman intimated that it would give
On the lofty brow of kings;
and now a beautiful and commodious temple utter inefficiency of a ministry, which is not him pleasure to remain. A chapter of the Bi
A wonderful pearl, of exceeding price,
was about to be consecrated to the great head faithful in exhibiting the vital truths of the ble was read, and the family all knelt in prayer
"Whose virtue shall not decay;
Whose light shall be as a spell to thee
of the Church, according to the ways of our Gospel. How indeed could it be otherwise ? the stranger with the rest. In a few days the
And a blessing on thy way !”
own beloved Zion. The marked solemnity that There can be no efficacy in what has been made stranger left this hospitable dwelling, and em
The lady glanced at the mirroring steel,
prevailed at this meeting—the fervency of the palatable only by adulteration. God will not barked on board a ship for a foreign land. In
Where her youthful form was seen,
prayers and the interesting and edifying char honor what is not his own. He will not set his the course of three or four years, however, the
Where her eves shone clear, and her dark locks waved
acter of the addresses,were received as earnests seal to a message which gives no adequate re providence of God again led that stranger to
Their clasping pearls between:
that the divine blessing had not been sought in presentation of his revealed will, no convincing the same dwelling. But oh, how changed ?—
Bring forth thy pearl of exceeding worth,
vain.
Thou traveller gray and old,
statement of man’s necessities, or of Divine love. He came the happy Christian, the humble man
And name the price of thy precious gem,
On the morning of the 10th inst, the clergy It is on the word, which goes forth out of the of piety and prayer. In the course of the even
And my pages shall count thy gold.”
convened at 9 o’clock in the vicinity of the pastor’s mouth as out of the mouth of God him ing’s conversation, he remarked that when he,
The cloud went off from the pilgrim’s brow,
Church, when there were present, the Rt. Rev. self, that the promised blessing rests—‘ It shall on the first evening of his previous visit, knelt
As a small and meagre book,
Bishop Smith of Kentucky; Rev. Mr. Howe, of not return unto me void, but it shall accomplish with them in family prayer, it was the first time
Unchased with gold or diamond gem,
From his folding robe he took:
Massachusetts; Rev. Dr. Crocker, and Rev. that which I please, and it shall prosper in the for many years that he bo wed to his Maker.—
“Here, lady fair, is the pearl of price—
Messrs. Brown, Munroe, Taft, Hathaway, Fen thing where to I sent it.”
This act brought to his mind such a crowd of
May it prove as such to thee!
ner, West, D’WolfF, Niles, Peck, Pratt, New
“ The experiment has been often tried, and recollections, it so vividly reminded him of a
Nay, keep thy gold—I ask it not—
man, Waterman, Davis, and Cooke. At 10 many a conscientious pen has been constrained parent’s prayers, which he had heard at home
For the word of God is free."
o’clock the clergy, preceded by the Bishops, to write the record of its utter failure. Witness that it completely absorbed his attention. His
The hoary traveller went his
entered the Church, when a crowded congrega the well-known declaration of Dr. Chalmers, emotion was so great, that he did not hear one
But the gift he left behind
tion had assembled to witness the interesting in his address to the inhabitants of Cilmaney. syllable of the prayer which was uttered from
Hath had its pure and perfect work
On that high-born maiden’s mind;
services so new to most of them. The conse Witness the inefficiency of Mr. Scott’s pastoral its commencement to its close. And God made
And she hath turned from her pride of sin
cration service was performed by Bishop Gris labors, in the early part of his ministry, before this the instrument of leading him from the
To tbe lowliness of truth,
wold, and the deed of dedication and the sen his mind had been directed by his conversations dreamy wild of infidelity to the peace and joy
And given tier human heart to God
tence of consecration were read by Rev. Messrs. with Mr. Newton to inquire into the nature of of piety. His parents had lortg before gone to
I n its beauteous hour of youth.
West and. Taft. Morning prayers were read by Ills own views. Soon after taking priest’s or- their rest ; but the prayers they had offered for
And she hath left the old gray halls
Rev. Dr. Crocker, and the lessons by Rev. Mr. ders he laments that, ‘after preaching two of and with their son, had left an influence which
Where an evil faith had power,
Hathaway. An instructive and edifying dis the most forcible discourses in his power he could not die. They might have prayed ever
The courtly knights of her father’s train,
course was then preached by Bishop Griswold, had been able to collect only twenty-six or so fervently for him, but if they had not pray
And the maidens of her bower;
And she hath gone to the Vaudois vale,
from 2d Sam. xxiv. 24; “And the king said un twenty-seven communicants” And in another ed with him,—it they had not knelt by his side
By lordly feet untrod,
to
Araunah, nay, but I will surely buy it of thee letter of rather earlier date he says—• Whether and caused his listening ear to hear their earn
Where the poor ar.d needy of earth are rich
at a price—neither will I offer burnt offerings I shall he able to make any reformation among est supplications, their child might have contin
In the perfect love of God!
unto the Lord with that which doth cost me my parishioners, I much doubt; but I tell them ued through life unreconciled to his Maker.—
nothing.” The interesting occasion on which we their duty pretty freely.’
Youth's Companion.
AMERICAN SCHOOLS AT ATHENS.
assembled—the peculiar tokens of divine favor
“ Nor is the result more encouraging when
A letter from Mrs. Hill, the wife of the Rev. John H. which the parish had received—the venerable
we proceed from the cases of individual Chris
DECLENSION IN RELIGION.
Hill, Missionary at Athens, dated May 15, 1835, is pub
lished in the last Churchman. An extract we make from appearance of the preacher, surrounded by six tians and single parishes, to similar attempts
A certain writer remarks that declension in re
it to-day exhibits a picture of the actual benefits resulting teen of his younger brethren in the ministry— upon a larger scale in the conversion of nations.
from the schools established by our Greek missions, which the practical and edifying character of the The scheme of the Platonic Christians to raise ligion generally begins in the closet—his meaning
we are sure will gratify our readers. In speaking of the discourse, and the fixed and continued atten the superstructure of the gospel on the founda doubtless is, that decline in ardent piety, has its
ladies at Providence, R. I. who had contributed to the es tion of the crowded and overflowing congrega
origin in the neglect of private devotion, in which
tions of philosophy and the barren ethics of Pa case, close communion with God is interrupted or
tablishment of a school there; she says:—
tion,
all
contributed
to
inspire
an
interest
which
ganism was a fruitful effort to assimilate the doc broken off, the name and something of the form
“They will be pleased to learn, that their school still re
tains among its members those who were first taught in it, was deeply felt and will not soon be forgotten.! trines of the reformation to principles diametri
and although many of them have attained the age of wo The Church itself is a beautiful specimen of cally opposed to religious truth. Limborch’splan may remain, but the power of vital godliness is
manhood, there is no disposition to leave an institution Grecian architecture, 53 feet wide by 73 long.
for converting the Jews, by keeping out of lost. The letter may be retained, but the spirit is
which has been of so much real benefit to them. They
The
architrave
extends
across
the
whole
front
sight the peculiarities of Christianity to which absent. The inward glow, the sensible hungering
spend their time in useful employments, and in reading the
and thirsting after righteousness—the pleasing
word of God. They are daily instructed in the duties of of the edifice, supported by six fluted Ionic col they would be most opposed—the artifice of
the Gospel, and we cease not to pray that the Lord may umns. The interior is fitted up in a style of the Jesuits in China to disprove the offence of sensations of lively hope, ardent charity, and hum
open their hearts to receive the truths that are taught economy, but of chaste and beautiful neatness
the cross, by declaring the crucifixion to be a ble and living faith, are no longer felt and enjoyed.
them.
We have many visitors from all parts of the
This inward declension is apt to he visible in the
carpeted
and
cushioned
throughout.
The
fur

falsehood—the conciliation of caste by the Ro
world, and few leave without tears the apartment where
the objects of their benevolence are educated. They see niture of the Church and chancel is of a style man Catholic missionaries in India, whose policy external appearance or conduct—an indifference to
the halt,'and the maimed, and those who because of mis corresponding with the rest. The basement it was to flatter the pride of the Hindoos, and the house and worship of God, on ordinary occa
fortune have none to pity them, made useful members of story contains a convenient lecture room, an in fall in with their superstitious practices—were sions,—or dullness, hardness, and want of ardor
society, and preserved from'being a burden to others. One fant Sunday-school room and a vestry room.—
all unworthy expedients placing more depen when there ; a disrelish for plain experimental and
poor girl of whom I think I wrote to you before, a para
practical sermons, or truly spiritual things ; a
lytic, walkingon her hands and feet, excites great interest; Such an illustration of the success of convoca- dence on the contrivances of human wisdom,
for manj who have come to Athens within these few months tional effort, should encourage our brethren in that, on the willingness of God to vindicate the fondness of novelty; a restlesness in leaving the
remembered her a street beggar in the Island of Egina, other states to go and do likewise. Had it not honor of his word. They met accordingly with regular place of worship, neglecting their own
where she had gone with other inhabitants of Athens for been for the divine blessing on the efforts of the
their deserved reward. The Abbe Dubois him meetings, and going in quest of something to grat
security during the war. Now no longer an object of char
ify curiosity ; unsettled and unstable, worldly min
ity, but an industrious, modest girl, supporting herself by R. I. Convocation, there would not have been self bears his testimony to the worthlessness
the word of her hands, and one whom I hope hereafter to an Episcopal Church in this now flourishing pa of converts produced by the accomodating sys ded—no time for spiritual exercises, for reading,
meet, where there will be no sickness to distort the body, rish. The missionary who labors in this field tem. He confesses that ‘during a period of meditation and prayer; no relish for religions con
for tin to defile the soul.”—Missionary.
was sent here and has been sustained by their twenty-nine years that he has familiary convers versation. The heart, the poor heart,once a recep
instrumentality—and to them, under God, are ed with them, and lived among them as their tacle of grace, “ empty of him who all things fills,”
From the Home Missionary.
we indirectly indebted for the blessed fruits that religious teacher and spiritual guide, he would and filled with the love of pleasure and the world,
SUNDAY School INSTRUCTION ADAPTED TO have followed.
As a source of further encour hardly dare to affirm that he has any where met out of its abundance the mouth speaketh. Spirit
. .
.
ADULTS.
agement to them, it sould be added, that this a sincere Christian.’
ual torpor supplies the place of ardent zeal ; harps
lhefamihai instruction communicated in Sab parish has already paid back into the treasury
“Contrast with this the successful preaching hung upon the willows—conformed to the world
bath school and Bible classes is,
most condi of the Convocation a considerable part of the of the Cross among the Greenlanders. There —wells without water, clouds without rain, “ wo
tions of society, peculiarly adapted to improve sum expended, and they will probably receive too, for nearly eighteen years an equivocal Gos to them that are at ease in Zion.”—IFestern J\Ietliand elevate tbe religious knowledge of adults from it the present year about $200. Yet when pel had been preached, without producing odist.
as well as children, and we are happy to per the missionary commenced his labor, and for any effect upon the hearers. While the Mo
ceive that, in numerous instances, our mission two or three months after, there was not a sin ravian missionaries confined themselves to ex
THE HAPPY MAN.
aries are extending this species of instruction gle member of the Church in the parish ; and ma plaining ‘the nature, and perfection of God,
* * * When he came to the church door, he
to all ages in their congregation. In most cas ny strong prejudices were held against our in and his just claims upon his creatures,’ the poor
es it has been attended with the happiest results stitutions, even by those who will thank God heathen were bound up and frozen like their found a man in rags, to whom he wished a good
The following is an interesting example (from through eternity that they ever attended an own icy mountains. But in reading to them the morning. “I never had a bad morning; for every
morning, if I am pinched with hunger, I praise
Indiana.)
Episcopal Church. We must not then be dis affecting scenes of Gethsemane and Calvary, God. If it i3 rain or snow or hail, whether the
Our Sabbath-school is flourishing. Last year couraged by apparent obstacles, nor must we
the heart began to melt in tenderness, contrition day is serene or tempestuous.! praise God,and there

there were about thirty scholars; now there
are upwards of sixty. The scholars are of va
rious ages—from 45 to 10 years. Some who
s E L F-E X A M I N A T 10 N;
were much opposed to the school when it was
OR 365 QUESTIONS, BEING ONE FOR EVERY DAY established, are now members of it. The Bi
IN THE YEAR.
ble class, on the Sabbaths of my preaching to
this congregation, is composed of such in the
NOVEMBER.
11. Have 1 excused or combated, the indisposedness of Sabbath-school as can read, and all others who
can be made willing to unite. A large propor
the body to religious exercises?
tion of the whole congregation are usually pre
12. Am I careful in examining what is the peculiar bias
sent during the exercises ; and though all do
of my mind, and what peculiar advantage is thereby giv not take a part in them, we trust that most of
en to Satan?
them are in some degree benefitted.
GEORGE W. MYERS, PRINTER.

I

fore I never have a joyless morning.

If I am mis
erable in outwardlcircumstances and despised, I still
praise God. You wished me to be fortunate; but
I cannot be unfortunate, because nothing befals me
hut according to the will of God; and I believe
his will is always good in whatever he does, or
promises to be done. You wished me always hap
py ; but I cannot be unhappy, because my will is
always resigned to the will of God.” “But what
would you say, if God should thrust you down to
hell 1” “ I have two arms, humility and love,
with which I hold fast m-y incarnate God" and Saviour
and cannot let him go; and I would rather he in
hell with God, than in Heaven without Him.”
The divine, astonished at the poor man’s answers
asked him of God.
“ Where did you find.
Him!” “Where I left the world.” “ Where did
you leave Him I” “ With the pure in heart.”—“ What are you !” “I am a king.” “ Where is
your kingdom!” “In my own heart. I have
iearned to rule my appetites and passions, and that
is better than rule any kingdom in the world.”—“How were you brought into this happy condition!”
“By silence, spiritual meditation; and union with
God. Nothing' below God could satisfy my de
sires. I have now found him, and in him I have
found peace and rest.” Christian Intelligencer.
From the Episcopal Recorder*
SUNDAY AT AIX, NICE, ETC.

The following are the concluding extracts
given by the Christian Observer, from Mrs.
Sherwood’s “ Sabbaths on the Continent.”
We spent the morning of the Sunday in our
usual religious exercises, and as I have had oc
casion to observe on many similar opportuni
ties, found a sweetness in the simple reading of
the Bible, which we never could have derived
from any human treatise ; but the Bible was
the only book we had; and here perhaps it
would not be amiss to remark, what I have of
ten observed, that where persons who travel
much are pious, they are generally less confus
ed and more simple in their religious course and
religious principles, than persons who stay
much at home, and I have often attributed this
fact to two causes ; the first is, that the world
sits looser upon wayfaring persons than upon
others ; and the second, that they cannrtot bear
about with them the multitude of religious trea
tises which encumber the tables of the profes
sor, who sits at home, and are hence driven
(with the Divine blessing) to a more direct stu
dy of the Sacred Volume itself.
It would be but repetition to describe what
we saw in the streets. As we had seen things
at Boulogne, at Paris, at Dijon, at Lyons, so
we saw them at Aix. The streets were filled
with idle, dissolute persons, the Churches
were nearly empty, the houses of entertainment
crowded,the theatres were open,the gardens of
pleasure abounding with company, and in the
very hotel where we had taken refuge, was a
large hall, where fathers wasted their children’s
sustenance around the billiard table. We had
set out to walk in a state of much mental peace,
but we all experienced a feeling of sadness as
we returned to our apartments, and one of us
exclaimed, under a sense of discouragement,
not altogether consistent with the assurance we
ought always to entertain of the Divine good
ness and mercy, “these things are inexplicable
—why is Satan permitted to reign so long, and
with so complete a sway ? There seems to be
as little religion in this town as if it were a town
of professed heathenism, and no means that we
can discern of bringing any one to the know
ledge of his error.” .... Two servants brought
in dinner, the one was an elderly female, and
the other a young man. There was nothing in
either of them which attracted our attention ;
they came and they went, setting one strange
dish after another before us, and frequently
talking to each other in their own provincial
dialect, which was totally inexplicable to us; at
length the woman disappeared having removed
the last dish, hut the young man lingered about
the room, and when the door was shut he came
close to me, and addressing me in a low voice,
said, “ You are a Protestant, will you tell me
wherein theProtestant. religion differs from ours?”
We were startled at the question,which, though
easily asked would have required a twelvemonth
if taking point by point, to have answered with
any clearness ; I however took up a Bible in my
hand, and showing him what it was, I inform
ed him, that we, as Protestants, professed to
accept all that was found in Scripture as ar
ticles of faith, and to reject all that was added
thereunto by the. word of man. This was a
simple statement, which he instantly compre
hended.
This difficulty being removed, he opened him
self farther, and acknowledged himself to be
in deed and truth a Protestant, confessing that
such was the laxity of all about him; that the
state of feelings as it regarded religion was never
examined either by his master and mistress or
fellow-servants. We were astonished at many
things which he said, which argued a degree of
knowledge far exceeding that of a papist, and
put the question to him, “ Where and how did
you obtain this knowledge?” He then inform
ed us, that “a few years before, an English lady
passing through Aix, and remaining a Sunday
at that inn, had given him a New Testament,
which Testament,” he added, “he had read
every night since that periodand to all ap
pearance the Sacred Volume had done its work
according to the promise, “My word shall not
return unto me void, but it shall prosper in the
thing whereto I sent it.” Isaiah lv. 11.
The young man was a humble Christian, he
was a babe in Christ, thirsting for still more of
that precious milk of the Gospel of which he
had already tasted the inexpressible sweetness.
We could not learn the name of the lady who
had thus benefited the young man ; but should
this little volume fall into her hands, it may be
sweet to her to find again after many days, the
bread which she was the means of casting upon
the water.
The poor young man had never seen an Old
Testament, which my young people understand
ing, went out into the streets, and bought the

exhibit some one to bear testimony for God.—
The way and manner, however, of so doing are
questions of degree. Alexander Cruden used
to carry with him a wet sponge, to wipe out of
fensive inscriptions in the streets; and a Qua
ker once went to Italy to convert the Pope of
Rome. Whitfield was thought quite as Quixotic
when he tried to preach down the mountebanks
at Moorfields; but though many scotied, some
remained to pray: and if every Christian had
the same zeal, combining at the same “ the wiswith the
dom of the serpent
serpent with
the simplicity
simplicity of the
dove,” more good might, by the blessing of God
be effected than we are perhaps willing in our
unbelief to think possible. If every professed
Christian traveller would, like Mrs. Sherwood,
carry bis religion boldly with him to the scenes
to which he resorts, seeking opportunities of
doing good even where the case appeared hope
less—not being ashamed of his Divine Master,
but confessing Ilim before men, keeping Ilis
Sabbaths, and being willing to bear His cross—
who can say what might not be the amount of
religious benefit ? But there is a false, an un
hallowed shame in these matters. One man,
calling himself a Christian, does not like even
to ask God’s blessing before setting down to ta
ble with a mail-coach party : another would be
ashamed to ask for the place of worship of his
own communion in a foreign land, where his
religion was ridiculed and despised; and many
cannot bring their minds to avow their belief,
or to converse upon religion, before an irreli
gious acquaintance. There is much ungodly
cowardice in these matters; and even true Chris
tians too often fail in “ letting their light shine
before men, in order that they may glorify their
Father which is in heaven.”

only Bible which could be met with in the town
it was an old one, and a bad translation , ut
the tears with which the poor young man re
ceived it leU so sweet an impression on our
minds, that we set down our Sunday at Aix as
the happiest, on the whole, which we had till
then enjoyed on the Continent,
The last place mentioned is Cigliano.
I am grieved, however, that my as P
ould be filled with the darkest view^
should
in corruption
corruption which I have yet given.
man
willingly have concluded my communications
on the bright shores of the beautiful Mediter
ranean, but it could not be; we were destined
to visit other scenes, and to experience the con
trast between the spiritual delights of Christian
communion and the pure worship of God, and
those hateful forms engendered by an idolatry
which is the more corrupt and blasphemous from
its appropriation of the most sacred names and
persons to its own abominable interests.
Having concluded our usual quiet morning
service, our coachman, who often acted as in
terpreter between his masters and the natives
of the countries through which we passed came
in, all glee, to inform us that there was about
to be a service in one of the Churches, and a
ceremony for the benefit of charity schools.—
“ What sort of service and ceremony is this
likely to be?’’ 1 asked; but at all events you and
1 will go,” I added, addressing my son, “we can
but return if we find that we do not like it.” I
must confess that a very strong interest has al
ways existed in my mind respecting the Ro
man Catholic religion, and that whilst in Italy,
I was anxious to see popery in its true colours,
such us it now only appears in the Italian states
in Spain, and in Portugal.
I followed my guide, and having threaded
several narrow streets, came in front of a build
From the American Citizen, & Brooklyn Eve. Adv.
ing, in a sort of a square, the door of which was
“ 1 will say to you, that all which can now be done by
thronged by persons all crowding into the all Christendom, would not save the valley from having a
Church, for such 1 supposed this building to be, majority of Catholics in ten years. You can have no idea
the floods of Germans, principally from Austria, that
and finding ourselves encompassed by the mul of
are pouring into the Valley, all Catholics. In St. Louis
titude, we were pressed toward in the stream, alone,
the large church is filled every Sunday, at 10 o’clock
till we found ourselves in a sort of vestibule, with a German audience, who hear mass, and have after
of a very ordinary description, where a man wards a sermon in German. All these emigrants came the
stood behind a counter receit ing money. Oh present year. They are nothing to the numbers that have
into the country. Every steamboat brings more or
thought I, the money is to be paid before the gone
less. Accounts that may be relied on, say, that large bo
sermon is preached, there is no dependence dies
are coming next year from Austria, the Catholic can
then to be placed on the arguments of the ora tons of Switzerland, and the different States of Germany.
tor : perhaps, this may be good policy; and hav Congress, you know, has granted a township of land to a
ing mentioned to the coachman to settle this body of Poles. Their agents are here, finding a place to
their grant. That township will be a rallying point
matter for our party, a small side door was locate
for that people, and the agents state, that many thousands
opened, and we pushed through itintoa kind of of their countrymen now scattered over Europe, and thou
box, the door being instantly closed and locked sands now in Poland intend coming to this land of liberty
behind us. But conceive our amazement and during the next fivo years. They are all staunch Catholics
horror, to find ourselves, instead of being in a Ireland has just begun, in earnest, to come out of her hive.
Many thousands of her Catholic children may be expected
Church, as we had expected, in a regular thea now,
every year. Catholic countries will now send us thou
tre; with pit, a stage, foot lights, an orchestra; sands where they formerly tent 01,0.
i.
Catholics
emigrants tell me that multitudes are coming
two tiers of boxes, and a gallery, and to find
now,
that
would
rather
have
starved
than
come
many
the light of day excluded, though it was not lat ago. We have now priests and Catholic churches, soyears
that
er than eleven in the forenoon, the candles and our children “will not become heathen,” or in other
foot lights illuminated, the musicians playing, words, Protestant. This is the reason given by them,
and the pit set forth with benches. “ Here has and is undoubtedly the true one. I have no doubt but the
been some mistake;” I said to the vioturin ; emigration from Ireland alone for the next live years will
average 50,000 to the valley. Every one acquainted
“ Good Cloud, let us go out, as fast as possible yearly
with the subject rates it much higher than 100,000. But
You spoke of a religious ceremony, ‘charitable Germany, Switzerland, and Poland, are emigrating by
assembly,'and here we are in a theatre. We wholesale. In a very short time, all these can vote, and
cannot, think of staying ; do open the door, and the Catholic influence is now felt here powerfully, and will
let us pass out.” The man tried the door but it shortly be decisive. Emigration alone, in 10 years, will
the Catholics a complete ascendency. But every
was locked; neither could lie make the box- give
other thing works in their favor. Their schools in the
keeper without hear our call, on account of the Valley arc numerous even now, and educate our richest
noise and clamour oftlic people.
and most influential citizens’ children of the Protestant
“ What have these priests to do in this un class. These schools are filled to overflowing. Among
Protestants, the Catholics are popular, and
holy place, on this sacred day?” I asked, ad rion-professing
thousands consider them the only bulwark, against a union
dressing the voilurin. “ I have learnt from the of
church and state, which they think the eastern Christians
the discourse in the pit,” replied the man, are laboring to bring about.
“that, they arc about to represent the betrayal,
“ Our country is in perilous times. The west will soon
crucifixion, death, und resurrection of our Lord be ruled by Catholics, and in spite of the efforts that can
be
made. Would that New England had waked to her
on the stage ; they have made a play of it; and
what is gathered at the door is to go for charity.” duty some years ago, and disseminated her sterling princi
and planted her institutions in this Valley. It is
I exclaimed, with horror, as did my son, and ples,
now too late to succeed, though every effort ought to be
we tried the door of the box again. “I will not made. Formerly, when a Catholic came to the United
stay here," I said; “this is blasphemy;” and States, he found no church nor priest, and soon became a
my son trembled violently, for the lock of the Protestant, and his children knew nothing of that faith.—
door would not give way. The voilurin, who Now, every Catholic finds a place where his children can
be brought up in that order. Every Catholic that now
had always pretended to bo a native of Paris, comes
to our shores, serves to increase the danger. The
shrugged up his shoulders, ar.d seemed to feel number of priests and churches is already very great, in
that he toowould be glad to he out of the place the Valley, and fast increasing. The worst is they are
In the mean time, a strange figure, with wings, becoming more and more popular with Protestants, every
1 hey will soon be able to carry any point by their
whom we afkarwards found to be a representa day.
votes. Candidates for office court the Catholics, and men
tive of the angel Gabriel, was come out upon in power, in places where they are plenty, direct all their
the stage to speak a prologue, and the noise in aims to please them. They all vote alike, and can thus ex
the pit ceasing the same moment, we made the ert an influence much greater than Protestants with equal
man in the lobby to understand that we desired numbers.”
to be set free.
THE SABBATH.
When the door was opened we rushed out of
The following is a statement lately made hefere the Bri
the place, with feelings of horror that I cannot
describe, and hastened out of the town into the tish House of Commons, by Dr. Fnrre, who, it is said, is
a regular physician of great skill, and with the experience
fields, in which we wandered for sometime with of
thirty or forty years. It is a valuable document in fa
out being able to recover our tranquillity, for vor of a Sabbath.—Sabbath Magazine.
we felt that we had sinned even in setting our
I have been in the habic, during a great many
feet in a place where the Majesty of our Divine
Saviour and the awful work wliioh he had un years, of considering the uses of the Sabbath,
dertaken for lost mankind had been thus sacri and of observing its abuses. The abuses are
legiously violated; neither could we believe chiefly manifested in labor and dissipation.
1 he use medically speaking, is that of a
that even these poor deluded creatu.es could
possibly be wicked enough to make a panto day of rest. In a theological sense, it is
mimic representation of the last great act of a day of holy rest, providing for the introduc
the suffering Redeemer. We did not know tion of new and sublimer ideas into the mind
then that these scenic representations of Divine of man, preparing him for his future state. As
things arc so common even in these days in Ita a day of rest, I view it as a day of compensa
ly, and Spain, and Portugal, as to excite nei tion for the inadequate restorative power of the
ther wonder nor feeling in the spectators, and body under continued labor and excitement.__
that formerly they afforded amusement to all A physician always has respect to the preserva
Papal Europe, the most sacred character and tion of the restorative power, because if this
persons being introduced on a common stage once he lost his healing office is at an end. If
with every circumstnnce of pomp or tinsel.
I show you from the physical view of the ques
The Christian Observer’s review of Mrs. tion, that there are piovisions in the laws of na
ture that correspond with the divine command
Sherwood’s work thus concludes.
ment, you will see from the analogy that “ the
It is sometimes difficult fora Christian trav Sabbath was made for man,” as a necessary ap
eller, or even for a Christian at home, to know pointment. A physician is anxious to preserve
when he ought to be silent, and when to speak the balance of circulation, as necessary to the
—when to remonstrate is a religious duty, the restorative power of the body. The ordinary
neglect of which would justly bring guilt into exertions of man run down the circulation eve
his conscience; and when to do so would be a ry day of his life; and the first general law of
violation of our Lord’s injunction, of not casting nature by which God (who is not only the giv
pearls before swine. The gay, ungodly peo er, hut also the preserver and sustainer of huple in the streets [of Paris] did not, indeed, man life,) prevents man from destroying him
“ turn and rend” our Christian and Protestant self, is the alternating of day with night, that re
traveller ; but we fear they were not much ben
may succeed action. But although the night
efited by her marks ofdisapprobation—for this pose
equalizes the circulation, yet it does
simple reason, that they did not comprehend apparently
not sufficiently restore its balance for the attain
a 7m irPPort 80 R’atthe pearls fell before swine. ment of along life. Hence one day in seven by
A Christian traveller must ever, like St. Paul
at Athens, feel h,s «P«m stirred within him when the bounty of providence,is thrown in as a day of
he comtemplates a city “wholly civen to idola compensation, to perfect by its repose the ani
try —whether the idolatry of fcPl>
r mal system. You may easily determine this
Mohammedanism, of Popery, of infidnF?’ °f question as a matter of fact by trying it on
cf practical ungodliness under the veil of‘‘y’ °' beasts of burden. Take the fine animal, the
cr creed ;—and would that there were morPeUr‘( horse, and work him to the full ex-tent of
n missionary feeling, a more sensitively tender his powers every day in the week, or give
conscience, in every religious breast; so that h»m rest one day in seven, and you will soon
every place of resort every public vehicle, might perceive, by the superior vigour with which he
performs his functions the other six days, that

may venture to lead the devotions of the con
gation extemporaneously; hut if not, you oul?'
to study your prayers no less than your Sg
mon.”* “ I hope my clerical friend”—-says th
young gentleman in a communication froe
which I have drawn the preceding particular^
“ derived lasting benefit, in his way, from tlies8'
just and judicious remarks. The one I ma(je
of them was different perhaps from what eit^
of these good men would have expected,^
Weighing them afterwards in my mind, I tfi
fleeted that men of readiest utterance are noj
AN IRRELIGIOUS HOME.
“ If there be one curse more bitter than ano always men with most pious hearts; that
ther to man, it is to be the offspring of an irreli cases where these excellencies are united, th
fervor of the spirit is unequal, and may falter
gious home—of a home where the voice
praise and prayer ascends not to God, and where and fail at the urgent moment of necessity, anj
the ties of human affection are not purified and that so overwhelming a proportion of minister
elevated by the refining influence of religious have little fluency of utterance, that it woull
feeling : of a home, to which, if the cares or the be far wisest and best to require all to mat
sorrows of life shall bring religion to the heart careful preparation. Some soaring flights mieh
in after days, that heart cannot turn without possibly be restrained, but the average eleva.
bitterness of feeling, without anguish and vexa tion would be greatly increased. I plainly saj,
tion of spirit. If there be a curse to any country therefore that preconceived forms possessed
where the truths of religion are known, the deep upon the whole, manifest and great advantages’
&
est and bitterest curse which can be inflicted At this point I was constrained to ask
on it is a multitude of homes like that which whether it was best or not to entrust tHe orei
I have supposed ! Such homes send forth their ation of these precomposed forms to tne
sons unchecked in evil thoughts, unhallowed ent individuals who are to offer them.—Would
they not attain higher average excellence if
in their habits, and untaught in love to God
the name and cross of Jesus Christ stamped written by the most able ministers? Would they
perhaps upon their forehead, but not written in not be still more improved by selecting the
their hearts—and they send them forth to prey most perfect parts of many of the ablest prayers
upon the land, and to become its curse and its which have been composed and offered in the
destruction. But, on the other hand, there is a Lord’s house? To my mind the reply to these
blessing to the religious home, which no tongue questions was so obvious, that I felt myself con
can speak, no language can describe ! The strained to turn to the liturgy of the Episcopal
home, where, in early years, the heart trained Church.”
This was thoroughly examined. TheexatnLOOKING UNTO JESUS.
to a love of God, and to take pleasure in his
The best advice which can be given in these worship and service, interweaves with the exis nation changed all his plans for life. He be
He went through
days of excitement and trouble is, commune with tence of man’s holy affections, which die not with came an Episcopalian.
Jesus, live by faith on the son of God who loved the circumstances which gave them birth— course of studies preparatory to the ministry,
you and gave himself to die for you. In real com which last long, even though they may for a In the ministry of the Episcopal Church he lamunion with your Saviour, you will find calmness season be forgotten and neglected—and which boured for many years successfully, receiving
and rest. At the same, time read the gospel with exercise at least some check on the evil of the multiplied tokens of divine approbation. And
increased seriousness and care. Study the character human heart, and often, nay commonly, recall it he now bears the office of a Bishop, exerting a
of the Redeemer, Strive to imbue your soul with to hear again the voice of God, and to return far-felt influence in building up religious insti
his spirit. See how he acted in the midst of a to the paths of holiness and peace ! How great tutions, and extending the kingdom of Christ
distracted world. Observe his patience, his con how unspeakable is the happiness of a land through our sin-desolated world.
In the view of the eloquent and talented Paydescension, his amenity, his gentleness. When where homes like this are common!—Roses
son, then, it required no common powers to con
you go out into the world remember your Example. Hulsean Lectures.
duct public worship to the highest possible eiLet not the miseries and sins of men turn off your
fication without studied and premediated prays.
From “a Walk About Zion.”
mind from Jesus.
All things occur under the
And this corroborates the truth of what has
wise and sovereign providence of your Lord, who
FORMS OF PRAYER.
is Head of the mediatorial dispensation. If you
If all ministers had that power of intellect, been already said in this chapter, in relation to
are his child, He is now making all things work to and that facility of expression and readiness of the certainty that in nine cases out of ten the
gether for your good. He will also certainly see utterance by which they could pour forth on prayers of the public sanctuary would
the reward of his sufferings. His glorious plans the spur of the moment a strain of devotion as conducted to as much edification, by extmporaneous devotions, as by a precomposed form.
of love are even now hastening to their accomplish intelligent and edifying and spiritual as that
contained in the precomposed liturgy ; and if
ment.—Boston Recorder.
* We happen to know that advice precisely similar to
they were always when called upon to lead the this has been addressed to the students at the Theological
WIT OR WISDOM.
devotions of others, in a truly devotional frame Seminary at Princeton, by one of the senior Professors.—
Which is the most valuable for a young man to of mind, we should think that this mode of con Ed.
store his mind with—the wit of deistical and ducting public worship hadsome decided advan
From the New York Observer.
atheistical writers, or the wisdom of the Bible ? the tages over a prescribed form of prayer, though
SURPRISING CHANGE.
jests of Thos. Paine or the Proverbs of Solomon ? even then in other particulars we should regard
The sarcasms of Voltaire or the sermon of Christ it as wanting decided advantages, which a pre
Mr. Homan Hallock, Missionary Printer, at
on the mount? The brilliant sallies of the earl script form of prayer possesses.
Smyrna, on his arrival in this country for the
of Shaftsbury or the serious and solid epistles of
But there are several things here supposed, purpose of procuring founts of Armenian typey
Paul? How miserably do they delude themselves which we cannot expect to find in all those who relates the following incident:- ■
who prefer the shallow and turbid streams of infi minister at the altar. Not one in ten of those
After an absence of nine years, he says, amid
delity, to the “ still (but clear and deep) waters" of who minister at the altar can present their the darkness of a moral midnight and the deso
that eternalfountain whose author is God, and whose thoughts, in a form as correct, and impressive, late waste of oppression, to find myself once
draughts cleanse the soul from all impurity, and fit and as well calculated to produce deep effect on more in a land where honor and principle and
it for everlasting glory. Let every young man the spur of the moment, as if they had previous the fear of God have an existence, was exceed
ingly refreshing.
make the Bible bis pocket companion, if he would ly written what they had to dffer.
Prayer is the most difficult kind of composi
make himself prosperous and happy to his counrty
Taking passage from Boston toward my ta.
in this life, or acceptable to God in the life to come. tion. The fact, that in the various manuals of tive home, in the western part of the state, my
It is indeed a fountain, a deep and clear fountain, devotion, composed by ministers of different de eye soon fell upon a small native grove of young
while the ablest of the infidel authors are nothing nominations we have so few good prayers, is a trees, and the thought instantly occured, what
in comparison with, it but foul and bubbling springs. striking proof of this remark.
nobleman has a p alace back of this delightful
In further illustration of the same idea, I will park ?—for I had scarcely seen a tree growing
—.V. Y. Weekly Messenger
here state an incident which is somewhat to the in its native soil, during my absence. While
point.
seven years resident at Malta, I had scarcely
SUNDAY SCHOOLS.
A young gentleman who was educated a Con- seen four yards of native green, and I felt richly
I saw no class in Scotland whose conditions
seemed to have so much improved, since I left the gregationalist, was spending some weeks at a repaid one day for a walk of some miles, when
country 40 years ago, as that of the fisher-woman. watering place, shortly after he had been brought by the banks of a river barely sufficient to water
I was told that it was mainly owing to the introduc to a knowledge of the truth. It was at that two or three small vegetable gardens, I reclined
tion among them of Sunday schools. It is rather early period with him in his religious experience on a delicious meadow, two feet wide, and itiMf
remarkable that those vain philosophers, who have when the heart beats warm with the various be three yards in length.
As we passed swiftly along the rail roa^A
been writing for centuries and searching for plans emotions which swell and refresh it, in that new
whereby to improve the condition of man thought world of light and love into which it has been was often obliged to cover my face from my
not of this. The experiment never yet has failed, born from above. A young friend was associated fellow passengers; almost ready to murmur that
(where there lived a community who obeyed not with him on this occasion, who was just begin my dear companion and children were not with
God nor feared man ; but who lived in filth, ning the fust exercises of His untried, ministry. me to enjoy these scenes and m ingle their tearj
rags and drunkenness,) but as soon as you intro At this watering place, the company, as usual with my own.
These natural beauties, which every where
duce among them the order of the Sabbath, the so was blest with the presence of no small number
ber decencies of religion, they are temperate, clean, of experienced and devoted clergymen, whose meet me, are not, however, to compare with the
clothed, and sitting in their right mind, hearing his excessive labors rendered a visit to the springs kindness of friends before unknown, and the
indispensable to their refreshment and health. greetings of my former acquaintances, many of
word.— Grant Thornburn's Journal.
Among these was one of more than ordinary whom have advanced from youth to manhood,
talent
and distinction, from the far eastern sea and not a few exhibit a moral change in their
EXAMPLES OF PUNCTUALITY.
board,
whose fervor of piety, depth of feeling, character still more impressive.
I was very much interested at our Sabbath
In----- -—.where twelve years since 1 had
School Concert, last Monday evening, in hearing and copious, fervid flow of language, gave an
resided, was a man whom I had regarded as in
the monthly report of our superintendent. Among interest and pathos to his devotional exercises
other facts, he said he had been engaged in the Sab which are seldom excelled. In one word, it the broad way to destruction. He was a silver
smith, who labored with his doors closed on the
bath School more than six years, and had not been was the devout and heavenly-minded Payson.
absent but one Sabbath during that time, (and our It would at any time have proved a cordial to Sabbath, and was a blasphemer. Ilis shop was
school is kept summer and winter,) and then it any one’s more languid heart to have followed in no state of order, and his person was neglect
was to visit another school, as one of the commit the aspirations and breathings of his soul of fire ed; and I had no doubt that after a few years
tee of the Harmony Conference of Churches for while he drew near the mercy-seat to speak to he would be laid in the grave, and his body and
memory rest there together in infamy, while
Sabbath schools. And our Librarian has been ab the great God of Heaven.
sent only two Sabbaths in pZue years.—Sabbath
One day the young gentleman above referred his soul should go to appear before God.
School Visiter.
As I passed through this delightful village,
to, was invited by his clerical companion and
friend, to accompany him to the lodgings of among other enquiries, I asked—/ What has be
this man of God. It was an interview long to come of poor------------------- ?”* “ Sir," said
FIRST AND SECOND BOOKS OF ESDRAS.
A correspondent requests us to state “ the be remembered. They were both delighted my friend, “ you must go and see that man ga
grounds on which the first and second books of with Payson’s wonderful conversational powers, ther his joyful family affectionately together
Esdras are placed in the thirty-nine articles among with the clearness of his mind, the depth of his morning and evening, and read with them from
piety, and the wisdom of his counsel. They the scriptures of truth, and lead them in their
the canonical books.”
Esdras is the name used in the Septuagint for conversed with him freely upon a variety of prayers to the Saviour—whom he now lovesl—
Ezra, who is believed to be the author of the book subjects connected with the Christian life and That fine block of buildings yonder,” he contin
which bears his nw, and also by many, of the the sacred ministry. Among other things the ued, “ owned by him in connexion with another,
book of Nenemiah. Of this, he was thought to be young minister asked counsel of his more ex and those windows studded with plate, show
t ie author by Athanasius, Epiphanius, Chrysostom, pel ienced brother, how best he might conduct the you how the Lord has prospered him.’’
am other eminent fathers of the Church. This be- public devotional exercises of his people.
I stepped into his shop, although I could
His reply was prompt and clear.
ief was entertained by the Jews, in consequence
spare but a moment, and after the usual saluta
There are but two ways ’—said he_ “ a tions, I remarked, (for I was impressed with the
o w lich they reckoned these two books as one
vo ume, dividing them into the first and second careful previous preparation, or no previous pre surprising change in his appearance,) “Mr.
------ , I cannot help saying that I have very
ooxsof Esdras. This division is recognised in paration at all. A few gifted men whose com
t ie jfitin and Greek Churches, and was in common mand of language is prompt and easy, and great satisfaction in seeing in your face that
use when the articles were prepared. •Episcopal whose hearts overflow with devout affections, look of sobriety and seriousness. When I last
Recorder.
may safely forego all preparation, and venture saw you, I was afraid for what was before
I’TpUbb<; Prayer with no other guide than the He replied, “ You do not see in me marks ot
feelings of their own warm and pious hearts all that ought to be in tne, but I trust that I
MARTYRS.
8nd FCady men’ W'len “anally am, through grace, changed from what I was.
omfnnnrM tbe Ca'culations of some, about devotional11’
^00,000 Christian Protestants suffered death, in devotional, may sometimes succeed well in the Come, sit down !—I want to talk half a day
way. But when the heart is less sensitive with you.” I would glad// have heard from
100Cn()ntaiS’ Untler Pope Julian; no less than same
and devotional than it should be, where utter
space of XC niassacrcd by the French in the ance ,s not ready, and language does not flow himselfmore of the paz<iculars of his hope u
conversion, but could not tarry, as 1 had an ap
ner.\h f H
m,°nths ? the Waldenses who
vears\hVlTTea l° 1’000’000; within thirty with copious ease, the only proper the only tol pointment at the moment.
erable way ib to study and prepare every pub
After leaving him, I learned from a Chris
Duke ol
36 0M'>yed900’°00;
‘i,e lic prayer with the utmost attention. If, theretian acquaintance, thata widowed lady, seventy
hangman; ,50,000 b“ tLw.e. 'xecu‘c<1 b-v' [he
ore God has given you great and commanding
sides the vast multiude I
i massacre: be: talents, a ready flow of utterance, great power years of age, who was still persevering in her
muiutude of Whom the world of language, a warm and devotional heart you efforts for the salvation of her fellow beings and
the advancement of Christ’s kingdom, fcHawc<*

this rest is necessary to his well being. Man>
possessing a superior nature, is borne along >
the very vigor of his mind, so that the injury
continual diurnal exertion and excitement, on
his animal system is not so immediately appa
rent as it is in the brute; but in the long run he
breaks down more suddenly; it abridges the
length of life, and that vigor of old age, which
(as to mere animal power) ought to be the ob
ject of his preservation.
I consider therefore, that in the bountiful
provision of Providence for the preservation of
human life, the sabbatical appointment is not,
as it has been sometimes theologically viewed,
simply a precept partaking of the nature of a
political institution, hut that it is to be number
ed among the natural duties, if the preservation
of life he admitted to be a duty, and the Pre
mature destruction of it a suicidal act. Inis
is said simply as a physician, and without refer
ence at all to the theological question; hut if
you consider further the proper effect of real
Christianity, namely, peace of mind, confiding
trust in God, and good will to man, you will
perceive in this source of renewed vigor to the
mind and through the mind to the body, an ad
ditional spring of life imparted from this higher
use of the sabbath as a holy rest. Were I to
pursue this part of the question, I should be
touching on the duties committed to the clergy,
but this I will say, that researches in physiology,
of the working of Providence in nature, will es
tablish the truth of revelation, and consequent
ly show that the divine command is not to
be considered as an arbitrary enactment, but as
an appointment necessary to man.

could never be particularly informed, who were
proscribed, starved, burnt, buried alive, smo
thered, drowned, assassinated, chained to the
galleys for life, or immured within the horrid walls
of the Bastile, or otherwise suffered, in theii
church or state prisons. According to some
the whole number of persons massacred since
the rise of papacy, including the space of 1400
years, amounts to 50,000,000.—Buck's Exposi
tor.
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SUMMARY.
and enlarging the hearts of his people, the Committee dare dently believed that after that, the original designation of
not limit their efforts to raising a sum less than $35,000 the Committee, by whom the new organization was report
Middlebury
College.
—An effort to raise a fund of 30,000
for foreign and pagan lands the current year. Many of the ed, will be carried into effect, in fixing the Foreign Com
for Middlebury College in Vermont, has proved
proposed appropriations may be usefully increased, should mittee in New York, and the Domestic Committee at Phil dollars
successful, subscriptions exceeding that sum having been
sufficient means be contributed. Besides raising this sum adelphia.
We learn also that Dr. Milnor, in acceding to this ar- completed previous to the first of the present month—
the Society’s current expenses which must be met pre
vious to April 15, will probably be not less than $30,000, rangementhasgenerously signified to the Committee, and the Presbyterian.
Professor Farrar, of Harvard University, states in a note
and the whole amount now in the Society’s Treasury is but vestry of his Church, his determinatien to decline all per
sonal emolument, as Foreign Secretary and Agent, drawing published in the. Boston Courier, that ancient and renown
$2,391 32.
on
the
salary
appropriated
to
this
office
for
only
so
much
as
ed University has no telescope adapted to observations on
The Committee trust that no effort on the part of the
Society’s Agents will be wanting, but the object cannot be will requite the service of his assistant. We understand the (fomet, and no instrument to be compared with those
that
Mr.
Henry
Cary
of
New
York,
has
been
appointed
used by Professo^* Olmstead and Mr,^Loomis, of Yale,
accomplished without the proffered aid of the friends of the
cause generally. Especially do they rely on the co-opera Treasurer of the Foreign Committee.'
Rather Curious.—The first minister settled over Park
We state these circumstances with peculiar pleasure, and
tion of Clergymen in presenting the object to their own and
street Church,4n Boston, the Rev. Dr. Griffin, is President
neighboring congregations; and of Auxiliary Societies, trust that we may regard them as indications of the Divine of Williamson College. The second, the Rev. Sereno E.
churches, Ladies’ Associations, and individuals, male and favour and assistance in the direction of our missions. The Dwight, was called to the same station in Hamilton Col
female, in collecting, personally contributing, and early re committees and agents to whom they are entrusted deserve lege, New York. The third, the Rev. Edward Beecher, is
mitting so much as is within their power. To all it must so far as our acquaintance enables us to speak, and will doubt President of Jacksonville College, Illinois; and the fourth
be a motive, that the “night” which shall close opportu less enjoy the confidence of the Church, and we trust he and last, the Rev. Joel Linsley, has'received and accep
nities for such efforts “cometh;” that millions are speed the means of accomplishing all the important results ex ted an invitation to take charge of tlie Marietta College,
ing their way to eternity, without so much as a Tract to pected from them. The committees have been organized Ohio.
tell them of Christ; and who will forget that all we do in the city of New York, and will enter upon the discharge
The IFesf Point Military Academy.—A late number of
for their salvation will be in vain, without the supera- of their duties as soon as the books and papers of their pre the army and navy Chronicle, contains an interesting state
ded blessing of the Holy Spirit in answer to prevailing decessors shall have been transferred to that city, which ment in relation to the United States Military Academy at
will probably be in the course of afew days.—Missionary.
prayer.
West point. According tothis article, the whole number
By order and in behalf of the Executive Committee,
of graduates from 1802 to 1834, was 786, of this number
JAMES MILNOR, Chairman.
Bishop Kemper.—We learn with much pleasure that 434 were consigned to the military service—nine perished
the “Auxil. New York Bible and Common Prayer-book in battle—84 died in service—208 resigned—4 declined_
William A. Hallock, Cor. Sec.
mittee on the subject of education for the ministry to ex
WHAT ONE PRAYER-BOOK HAS DONE.
Society,” and the “ Protestant Episcopal Tract Society” 27 were disbanded, and 10 were dismissed. The Chroni
0. Eastman, Vis. and Fin. Sec.
tend assistance far beyond their previous hopes—Sixteen
New- York, October, 20, 1835.
of this city, with their characteristic liberality, have placed cle adds,—“ By referring to our files, we find that of the
The Rev Dr. M’Vickar of Columbia College, students in our College and Seminary are already aided in
at the disposal of the Rt. Rev. Bishop Kemper 500 copies 434 stated to have been in service, July, 1834, there have
in a recent speech before the Auxiliary New
of the Book of Common Prayer, and 100,000 pages of since died 18, resigned 25, and one has been cashiered.—:
York Bible and Common Prayer Book Society, this way, and we understand it is now the determination REPORT ON PREMIUM OF $200, FOR FOUR SHORT TRACTS. Tracts for gratuitous distribution in his Diocese.
The committee to examine manuscripts for the sum of
The very small proportion of the whole number dismissed
stated that in the highest ecclesiastical council of the Committee to reject no applications for aid, coming $200, offered by benevolent individuals, through the Amer
We also learn that a subscription has been commenced and dropped, shows conclusively the high state of disci
of our communion, it had been just declared that from those who possess the requisite qualifications of piety ican Tract Society, “in four premiums of $50 each, for the and some progress made therein, to furnish him with a sup pline and habits of subordination acquired at the academy.
four approved Tracts, not exceeding four, or at most eight ply of the catechisms and books of instruction of the Gen The oldest graduate now in service is brevet brigadier gen
the Church was itself a missionary society; and and talent, and are in indigent circumstances.
Applications for aid should be addressed to the Rev. pages each, (or 12 pages if a narrative,) which shall be best eral Sunday School Union, which cannot, from the nature eral W. K. Armistead, Colonel of the 3d regiment of ar
an unavoidable inference from this position was
to interest the great mass of readers, and guide them of its constitution, imitate the commendable example of tillery, who was appointed a second lieutenant in the corps
that the Church of God and the word of God Joseph Muenscher, Gambier, Secretary of the Education adapted
individually to Christ, and for general distribution as an in the other above-named institutions.
of Engineers, on the 5th of March 1803.”
We take great pleasure in making a statement so credit
should go hand in hand that the Gospel and Committee.
troduction and auxiliary tofaithful Christian effort and prayer
The Alexandria Gazette remarks—“The New York Dai
able
and
so
gratifying
to
the
church,
and
have
only
to
add,
for the salvation of men," would state, that they have exam
the ministry, the word and the ordinances, the
For the Gambier Observer.
ined the manuscripts submitted; and while all appear to be that the Agent of the press will receive and apply any ad ly Advertiser and the Richmond Enquirer, antipodes in
Bible and the Liturgy should not be separated.
The Executive Committee 'of the American Tract evangelical in sentiment, and some of them possess such dition to the above subscription with which tlie friends of politics, have both taken strong grounds against the estab
The speaker, says the Auburn Gospel Messen Society
lishment of a National Univetsity at Washington.”
- would tremble at the idea of doing any thing to merit that they will be published as Tracts, yet none have the far West will furnish him.
It was contended in and out of Congress that the Con
ger, closed with stating, that the casual gift of retard the circulation, in our own country of the Society’s combined the excellencies desired in such a degree, as in
stitution
gave no power to appropriate means for the estab
sprayer book many years since had been the Standard Evangelical Volumes, or of its smaller publica the opinion of the Cominitttee to claim the award of the
New York Episcopal Tract Society—The twentyof a University: But it can scarcely be doubted
happy instrument under God of leading a youth tions, accompanied by Christian effort and prayer for the premiums. The time of presentation is therefore extend sixth annual Report of this Society was read at Utica, lishment
of men; but there are claims also from foreign ed to May 11, 1836, the day of the anniversary of the New York, on the day of the assembling of the diocesan that the general government possesses power to accept a do
to the Church, to the ministry, to the station, salvation
lands, and the Committee cannot but believe that it is in American Tract Society, until which time manuscripts may Convention. It discloses among other interesting details nation, and make suitable arrangements, for that purpose.
which he now fills, of Bishop ofthe diocese of the
[National Gazette.
hearts of Christians of this community vigorously to be addressed to William A. Hallock, Corresponding this gratifying fact, that during the past year the Society
In relation to the UnitedStates, a London paper says;—
North Carolina.—Missionary.
Secretary, No. 150 Nassau Street, New-York; or to the has published one million seven hundred thousand pages
sustain each of these noble enterprises.
As the result of information obtained by correspondence care of Rev. Seth Bliss, No. 5 Cornbill, Boston; or of of tracts, and added to its list several new and valuable “ The unsatisfactory accounts from the U. States, have na
Church at Rome.—The present adherents of the with our several Foreign Missionary Institutions, and with Mr. A. Flint, No. 1^ South Fifth street, Philadelphia.
publications of a missionary character. We advert to this turally created much anxiety amongst the merchants and
Church at Rome are not in my judgement, Catholics.— the laborers at the several stations to which the Society’s
subject now to remind our readers of the vast utility of others. The passing events of North America afford us a
We are the Catholics. We can prove that we hold the aid has hitherto been given, the Committee are unanimous
these “little books,” and to ask whether a dollar or two precious illustration of the value of a democratic form of
For the Gambier Observer.
doctrines of the primitive church for the first 300 years. ly of the opinion that Thirty-five Thousand Dollars is the
might not from each parish be profitably expended in the government.”
WESTERN SUNDAY-SCHOOL AGENCY,
The Council of Trent made the Papists what they are. least amount which this Society ought to attempt to remit
A meeting ot gentlemen, without distinction of de purchase of tracts from this Society, or from its excellenf
Joseph Bonaparte had taken passage for the U. States,
A foreign Roman Bishop has declared, that the Protes to foreign stations during its current year. They there nominations, was held at the missionary rooms, Main sister, the “ Episcopal Female Tract Society of Philadel
on board of the Monongahela for Philadelphia.
tants of his acquaintance were more like what he con fore, at their stated meeting, October 19, 1835, unanimous street, Cincinnati, on Saturday evening, October 31.
phia.”
The number of sheep in Vermont does not much ex
ceived the enlightened Catholics to have been before the
Augustus Moore, Esq. of Cincinnati, was appointed
eleven hundred thousand—The produce in wool is
Council of Trent, than the best of the latter in his days. ly Resolved, that, in case sufficient contributions shall be re Chairman, and Rev. Luther G. Bingham, of Marietta,
Church in Port Royal, Virginia.—We copy from ceed
three pounds to the sheep, and the average price of the
Perhaps you will say this bishop was not a good Catholic. ceived, the following appropriations be made during the Socie was appointed Secretary.
the Churchman the following interesting particulars rela wool is sixty-five cents to the pound. The whole annual
I cannot answer for that. The course of Christianity ty's current year, ending April 15, 1836; and that the same
The meeting was opened with prayer by Rev. Mr. Brin- tive to this Church, and shall be much pleased to receive
a-nd the Church may not unaptly be likened to a mighty be remitted, under the direction ot the Finance Commit erd, of Cincinnati.
and forward any contributions which may be made in this value is therefore a little more than two millions of dol
river, which filled a wide channel, and bore along with tee : viz.
A. W. Corey, Esq. stated that the meeting was called city or elsewhere ill its behalf. It Is seldom if ever that a lars.
its waters mud, and gravel, and weeds, till it met a great
To China, the Chinese being the written language of upon the suggestion of one of the Secretaries of the Amer
The Richmond Enquirer discountenances the proposed
presents itself with stronger claims upon the liberali
rock in the middle of its stream. By some means or from one-fourth to one third of the human family, for the ican Sunday School Union, who was present, and who was case
non-intercourse with the north—also the southern com
other, the water flows purely, and separated from the use of Missionaries, of the American Board of Commis- thereupon requested to present any statement which he was ty of the members of our Church in general----Episcopal mercial convention.
and■ narrower
course on the one side of 1 use ot Missionaries, oi uie Aineneuu uunm
Recorder.
eith,», in a deeper
■
---------------and the refuse of the dirt and troubled water \’•'"nets for Foreign Missions, and of Rev. Charles Gutzlaflf prepared to make.
“The history of this Church has a melancholy interest
A discovery lias been recently made by Mr. Charles
the 3rock,
The Secretary informed the meeting, that the society had which can hardly fail to awaken the sympathies of all to Goodyear, of New-York, by which India Rubber, after
off
on
the
other
in
a
broader current, and then cries I Leang Afa, and vuetv coadjutors, including aid in prepargoes ‘ JFc are the river ?”—Coledridgc.
for many years felt the importance of a permanent agency I whom it is known.
J
ing
Chinese
metal
type,
....
sfel.,000
type.
.
.
.
It
was
once
one of the most flourish having been dissolved, dan be restored by a cheap process
out,
To China, for the use of missionaries of the Protestant I for the Western
*J“ embarrassments attend- I ing in Virginia—largely endowed by public and private
Episcopal Church, two having recently sailed for China, ing so important and complicated a system of operations, bounty.—Among its other possessions were an organ, sup to its original whiteness, and the pure gum be formed
into a fabric to be used instead of cloth, leather, or parch
$730 in tlie hands of temporary agents, undirected and irrespon
.............................................................................
posed to be one of the best'in thecountry,which cost £750 ment.
THE OBSERVER.
To Singapore and Indian Archipelago, there being at sible, except to a distant board, were very great; and that sterling,
and
a
glebe
containing
several
hundred
acres
of
Singapore a stereotype foundry; two presses; founts of although many faithful and devoted men had been employ valuable land. By an act of the Legislature of Virginia,
Steam Carriages Oh McAdamized Roads.—ltjsstated in a
GAMBIEll, WEDNESDAYS NOV. 11, 1835.
type in Chinese, Malay, Arabic, Siamese, Javenese and ed, and had prosecuted their work with great success, still almost thirty years ago, the property of the Church was London Paper that a steam carriage, on Mr. Gurney’s
Bugis, and great facilities for intercourse wtili adjacent much more efficiency and success would, doubtless, have at confiscated. The church itself was converted into an acad principle, latelj went from London to Reading, 40 miles,
gg" The delay of a week in issuing the present number countries—1,500 Tracts and books recently distributed at tended the enterprise if it had been under the supervision
emy, for which purpose it is still used. The organ was in three hours and twenty-two minutes. It should be recol
.....
$2,000 of an intelligent local agency.
lias been occasioned in part by tlie absence of the Editors, a Chinese funeral,
sold to the Roman Catholic Church of Washington city, lected that this was upon a common McAdamized road.
To Siam, for use of the American Baptist mission,
He
stated
that
the
principal
difficulty
had
been
to
find
a
and in part by not obtaining a supply of paper in season.
and the proceeds were appropriated to the purchase of a
An ingenious artisan lias constructed the model of
where are now, or are expected soon to arrive, founts of suitable person for the office—that the society had felt the
For this, and all other unavoidable deficiencies it is hoped type in Siamese, Chinese and English; a press, and five supreme importance of establishing good Sunday-schools library for the academy; and the glebe, which, as well as
new printing press, by which it is believed ten thou
the organ, was the bequest of private individuals, went in sand impressions of the largest sized newspaper can be struck
...... $1,500 in every destitute neighborhood of the West, and had been
our readers will exercise their usual forbearancex mission families,
To Siam, for use of mission of American Board of Com willing at all times to sacrifice any subordinate interest for the same way. The congregation thus deprived of their off in the short space of one hour and forty minutes. It
Ohio Convention.—The annual Convention of the missioners,
.
...... $1,000 the sake of securing efficient and judicious action in this house of worship, remained so uhtil the year 1818. At is no small recommendation to this improvement in me
To Burmah, where are a type and stereotype foundery; vast territory; that they had now removed from another this time they joined with the otliet denominations of the chanical ingenuity that both sides can be impressed at once.
Episcopal Church in this Diocese, held its first session in
place, to erect an edifice for oommon use. The soil, how A patent has, of course, been secured, and the inventor is
June last, in Cincinnati; but on account of the Bishop’s four presses printing in Burmese; a press and founts of highly important post, a gentleman whom they believed pe ever, of which the bricks were made, proved to be unfit for expected to realize a fortune by his discovery..—New York
type just procured for printing in Karen and Taling, and culiarly fitted for this place, and that an expression of the
absence, after the transaction of some unimportant busi several Karen Tracts prepared; two new stations establish views of the friends of the cause, residing here was regard the purpose, and in the year 1824, the walls had crumbled Mirror.
and fallen to the ground. In 1831 the Episcopalians,
Western Enterprise.—A Rail-road is about to be con
ness, adjourned to meet again on the 28th of last month ed; 11,000 Tracts recently distributed in a single tour ed as particularly desirable, as it would give strength and about twenty in namber, resolved to erect a building ex
structed from Springfield, II., to Alton. The route is sur
in the same place. Having just returned from this ad up the Irawaddy; many efficient native distributers, and confidence to the board of the parent society.
clusively
for
their
own
use,
an
attempt
in
which
they
were
the whole amount appropriated supposed to have been ex
A full discussion of the whole subject then took place
veyed and a favorable report made on it. Estimated cost
journed meeting, we would briefly state to our readers a pended the last year,
..... $4,000 which resulted in the introduction and unanimous adoption encouraged by promises of assistance from many friends of —about $500,000—average cost per mile, about $7,000.—
the Church out of the place. By dint of great and praise Cin. Jour.
To Orissa, for use of Rev. Amos Sutton, who recently of the following resolutions.
portion of what was doue on the occasion. The religious
they raised $2100, and with this su mdevisited this country, and of American Baptist and English
Resolved, That we recieve with great interest and satis worthy exertions,
An application will be made at the meeting of the New
exercises were as follows:
in part on the encouragement they received from
General Baptist missionaries; two mission families hav faction the communications now made to this meeting in pending
abroad, they contracted for a building which has cost York legislature to incorporate the Atlantic Steam Com
On tlie evening previous to the meeting of the Conven ing sailed with Mr. Sutton, and a reinforcement being behalf of the American Sunday-School Union.
pany.
It is thought that steamers may go from New York
34-00, exclusive of stoves, lamps, &e. The deficiency was
tion a Confirmation was held, by Bishop Mellvaine in St. now expected from England. This is the “Holy Land”
Resolved, That such an agency as is now contemplated supplied by the four building commissioners, who now to Liverpool in 12 days, and back in 14.
Paul’s Church, the sermon by Bishop Smith of Kentucky. of India, the site of the temple of Juggernaut, who is has long been regarded by us as indispensible to the ex hold the Church, and refuse to open it until they are in
Tea arid Sugar.—The consumption of these articles in
“ God of gods among Hindoo deities,” and which is “an tensive introduction of Sabbath schools in this part of the demnified for the amount which they have advanced.
England, though burdened with a heavy duty, is Very great.
On tlie next morning Christ Church was consecrated with nually visited by half a million of pilgrims, speaking all
country,
For
this
they
are
not
blamed,
as
their
donations
have
In
the year 1808, the quantity of tea used in England,
the usual solemnities, and a Convention sermon was preach the languages of India, from Cape Comorin to the moun 1 Resolved, That we will fully and cordially sustain the
been liberal, and to the full extent of their means. Thus
.....
$3,000 Board of the American Sunday-school Union in this new unless the sum of $1200 is raised, the building will be was 20,859,924 lbs.
ed by Rev. Mr. Boyden of Cleveland. In the same tains of Cashmere,”
In 1833
26,500,000
For the Tamul people, in Ceylon and South India; two efport fov the accomplishment of their great and noble ob sold probably to the Methodists or Baptists, and the
church on the evening of this day a Confirmation was held
40,000,000
new stations having been formed on the Island, and one ject; and that they and their agent may depend on our co Church at Port Royal will sink to rise no more. Of the And this year nearly
The quantity on hand in January last, was 42 millions
and the sermon preached by Bishop Mellvaine. At both on the adjacent continent; two presses, with numerous operation, and on the co-operation of the friends of the
twenty communicants of the Church, two only are pounds. When the tea is sold and delivered the duties are
of these confirmations addresses to the Candidates while schools, and many qualified native distributers, .$3,000 Redeemer, generally, throughout the Western States.
males, one of whom is the teacher of the academy, and
For the Mahrattas; a stereotype foundery having been
Resolved, That in the opinion of this meeting, it is im the other, Mr. Hord, who with great disinterestedness, paid by the purchaser. The consumption of sugar is about
gathered round the altar, were made by the Bishop of this
four hundred and twenty millions of pounds yearly, and
recently
established
at
Bombay,
and
Tours
for
Tract
dis

portant
tb.at
a
Board
of
Agency,
be established as soon as (as lie does not expect to be long a resident of the place,)
diocese. On Saturday after morning prayer a sermon tribution being a prominent object of the mission, $1,500
practicable, and in such manner as shall best consist with has undertaken to collect the deficient sum. He is now pays a duty of more than twenty millions.
was delivered by Rev. Mr. Smallwood of Zanesville, and
New York. —-The Evening Star thinks that the census of
For Northern India, for use of Mission of Western the principles and usages of the society, for the purpose of is this city, ready to commence his labors, and we hope
in the evening there was a meeting for prayer and exhorta Foreign Missionary Society at Lahore, a station far distant counselling and sustaining its respresentative, who is to be the brief statement of his object will procure for him a that city will not fall much short of 300,000.
At a recent meeting of the Board of Managers of the
___'
kind reception and ready co-operation from all who have
tion held in the vestry room in the basement of the church. from all other missions ; and a large reinforcement being | perlnanen[jy settl
about to sail, accompanied by a press,
. $,lOOO
liKtoloed, That wc regard the appointment of Mr. B. J at heart the welfare of our Zion
Young Men’s Colonization Society of Pennsylvania, it was
The exercises were conducted by Bishops Smith and McllTo the, Sandwich
Islands, where are
threei mission
press- reward,
c
1 to
. this
.i - office
m as seasonable and judicious, inasmuch
on
nnn
,
resolved, to fit out an expedition on or about the 24th of
llis for|ner residcncc
the
his ac’uaintance
vaine. Ministerial responsibility was the chief subject of eS nearly 20 native printers, and 50,000 scl^
The Rhode Island Cottage, is a narrative, by “ A October inst. for Bassa Gove.
To Syria; an Arabic press recently established at* Bey- ) with the stat0 of s?ciety, and ,ds intimate knowledge of Clergyman of the Protestant Episcopal Church,” of the
remark. Much truth was most impressively delivered.—
27ie Affray at Vicksburgh, where five persons were sum
$1,000 the principles and views ol the Hmerican Sunday School life of Cynthia Taggart, with whose character, talents, and
Never have we attended a meeting of more solemnity.— root,
.$500 Union_ combine to qualify him for the difficult and re- sufferings, our readers must from our previous notices be marily hanged under the “ Lynch’s Law,” has caused great
To the Nestorians, for Tracts in Syriac,
Every heart seemed to be touched. God grant the impres
To Smyrna, (including $300 for use of Rev. Josiah sponsible duties of the place, especially at the outset of the familiar. In the small volume of which we now Speak, discussion in the Euglish papers. The friends of America
condemn tlie act, but protest against an insolated incident
sion may abide. Next morning, Sunday, there was held Brewer,) for Asia Minor and Mission stations at Scio and experiment.
which has been published by Swords, Stanford and Co.
Resolved, That the proceedings of this meeting be sign New York, there is much interesting information, and sev being brought forward as argument against the whole na
a prayer meeting in the same place conducted by Bishop Trehizond; Mr. Iloman Ilallock being now in this coun
tion—Sun.
Smith. Wc were not able to attend. The forenoon of try, to procure founts of type in Armenian and other lan ed by the chairman and secretary, and be published in the eral original letters, which do not appear in the'sketch ot
-o—.
, .
$1,200 j Pittsburgh Christian Herald—Cross and Baptist Journal her life, prefixed to her poems. It is well written, and de
guages
Penhsylvania Caned.—The amount of tolls collected on
the same day was occupied with an ordination, at which
To Greece, for me of mission of Protestant Episcopal i 'Western Christian Advocate—Pittsburgh Conference Jour- serves a wide circulation, both that the remarkable exam the Pennsylvania Canals and Rail Roads from the first of
Messrs. Bledsoe, Bronson and Edwards were admitted {
mrch. Press located at Syra. “Great demand for books 1 na]—Ohio Observer—The Standard—Baptist Banner— ple of patience under affliction which it exhibits may be October 1834, to 19th Sept 1835, was $581,087. On the
d Tracts,” andextensivefacilitiesfordistribution, $1,750, Gambier Observer—Western Methodist—American Pres- duly appreciated and imitated, and that the individual of Schuylkill, Union, and Lehigh Canals, owned by incorpor
deacons, and in the afternoon a sermon was delivered by
To Greece, for use of Missionaries of American Board j byterian—Cumberland Presbyterian—St. Louis Obser- whom it speaks may experience that sympathy which her ated companies, $218,597. Total, $1,100,284.
Bishop Smith. In the evening a missionary and educa
of Commissioners,
.
...
$500 , ver—Maryville Intelligencer—Pioneer—New Orleans Ob- character and sufferings call for. Her letters, written un
A public meeting at Buffalo, as well as Rochester and
tion meeting was held and addresses delivered by the two
To Constantinople, for Tracts in Armenian, Modern ' server, and all other newspapers friendly to the cause of der the pressure of severe pain, are modest, sensible and in
Utica, have passed resolutions to memorialize the Canal
bishops present and by the rectors of the two Episcopal Greek, and in Hebrew Spanish for Jews in Turkey, Christian
- • • education.
teresting. One of them which appears to us peculiarly so, Commissioners in favor of enlarging the Erie Canal to 8
Augustus Moore, Chairman.
...................................... .
$1,000 |
Churches ill the city. The results, so creditable to the li
we shall copy next week.—Episcopal Recorder.
feet deep and 80 wide.
To Russia, for use of Tract friends in St. Petersburg!!, j L. G. Bingham, Secretary.
berality of Cincinnati, we give below. The whole of
The population of Buffalo, as ascertained by the census
who “ labor for 60,000,000,”and whose “chief dependence”
Monday was occupied with Convention business except is now on this Society; no Russian peasant having been
Monument to Wickliff.—The inhabitants of Lut just taken, is 15,173. In 1834 it was 6321.
Foreign Missions.
terworth,
where
this
great
man
lived
and
died,
and
where
the evening, when we had service,and a sermon by Rev. Mr. known to refuse a Tract,
....
$1,500
It is stated by a correspondent of the Grand Gulf
The undersigned respectfully informs the members of he carried on the important work of his translation of the
To Germany,
forTract
use of
Lower
Preston of Columbus. Next day about noon the Conven Hamburg,
$700;
Society
at Saxony
Barmen, Tract
$300;Society
Prus-I1!’® P,rolers,,ant Episcopal Chureh in the United States, Holy Scriptures, have long been alive to the duty and pro (Mississippi) Advertiser that the cotton crop of the presen
year
in that state, will amount to 200,000 bales; value fif
rf.QAA.
I that the Committee for roreign Missions, appointed un- priety of raising some memorial to their former illustrious
tion adjourned to meet in Cleveland on the 2nd Thursday sian Tract Society at Berlin, $300;
urgent
applications
I der the
T1' new organization
. .
c the Domestic and Foreign
teen millions of dollars.
having
been
received
from
each
station,
much
opposition
of
rector,
and
a
few
gentlemen
of
that
place
having
formed
of September, 1836.
encountered, and cheering indications of the revival of evan- Missionary Society, have entered on the discharge of their themselves into a committee to carry the design into effect
Mr. William Atwood, of Mansfield, will manufacture
Of the proceedings of the Convention wc cannot now
■ *■•*
! duties.
£300 have already been subscribed. It is proposed to the present season about 30,000 sticks of silk twist, which
...... $1,300
speak, except it be to state that they were conducted in the gelical religion,
An office for the meeting of the Committee, and the erect a monument in the chancel of the church, the esti sells readily at $2,50 a hundred.
To France, for use of Paris Tract Society and of Aux transaction of business, is established in White street at
best spirit and will result, we trust, in good. A new con
iliaries and French and American Christians co-operating the corner of Centre street where the undersigned gives mated expense of which is at least £500 or £600.—Lei
stitution and new Canons were adopted with great unan with her; particularly to aid in circulating standard evan
cester Chronicle.
foreign.
attendance, and requests all communications to him in his
imity. Free discussion had its proper effect of bringing us gelical volumes, and circulating Tracts, in Spanish, $ 1,600 official capacity may be addressed.
The municipal corporation reform bill has finally past
B
ooks
in
the
S
andwich
I
slands
.
—
In
a
late
commu

To South Africa, for use of the South African Female
to coincide. The Bishop’s address was full of interesting
both houses of Parliament, and received the royal sanction.
All remittances and payments of money are requested
Tract Society, at Cape Town, in connection with Ameri to be made to Henry Cary Esq. Treasurer of the Com • nication from the Missionaries at Hailua, they say, “hooks It was returned to the House of Peers on the 7th with the
and important matter, which we hope soon to spread upon
can Missionaries,
...... $200 mittee for Foreign Missions, Phoenix Bank, Wall street in a pamphlet form have lost their value in the eyes of the agreement of the Commons to the amendments of the upper
people, but bound books are in good demand, and are sought
our pages. Tlie parochial Reports evinced the growing
To the Moravian Brethren, especially to aid their Mis New York.
after even by those that have left tlie schools.”—-8. S. House.
sionaries in the West Indies and Canada in Tract circula
prosperity of our Church.
JAMES MILNOR,
Parliament was prorogued by the King in person, on
Journal.
........
$700
Secretary and General Agent of the Committee
In a word, we never attended a Convention any where tion
Thursday the 10th ultimo.
To North American Indians, for use of American Baptist
of
the
P.
E.
Church
for
Foreign
Missions.
in which matters were more happily conducted, or more Board, especially at their press in Shawnoe,
On Friday the session of the chambers for 1835, was
Florence—Catholic Piety.—Florence has been ex
.
$300
harmony and love prevailed. This we believe is the gene
ceedingly gay since I wrote to you. The last two weeks brought to a close.
Unappropriated, reserved to meet new claims, . $700 New-York, October 27, 1835.
of the carnival, for frolicking and foolery of all kinds, beat
ral sentiment of the clergy and laity who were present; and
The Moniteurof Saturday contains a list of thirty new
Total, $35,000
RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE. any thing I ever saw. It is now lent, and there is to be peers who have been ennobled for the active part which
much of it, no doubt, is due to the extreme kindness and
fasting
praying
and
preaching
for
forty
days.
they
recently took against the republicans.
The spirit of communications from our foreign mission
hospitality of tlie Episcopalians of Cincinnati.
A circumstance occurred here last week, which some
Missionary Committees.—A remark in the last num
The law for abolishing the liberty of the press lias alrea
ary Institutions is, in the language of one of them, “Go
her of the Christian Witness leads us to discharge a duty would ascribe to the judgment of Heaven. A great
Missions in Ohio, ano Education for the Ministry. on raising funds, and making as large appropriations as you which, in the press of other occupations has been too long crowd of the lower order of people, who arc altogether dy extinguished several political publications in Paris.
can. Wc will do all in our power to assist in securing for
A batch of 30 new peers was created by the King of
A meeting for the promotion of these objects was held in them a judicious application. If one or more power press delayed. The removal of the Foreign Committe to New the most devout, had gathered to witness one of tlieir
France immediately after the passage of the law of the
Cincinnati during the session of the Convention on Sun es can he employed at the larger Missions, the Lord assist York, thus fixing both there, took place, by an unanimous religious exercises for the season of lent—a play respect- press. They appear to have been selected from among all
vote of the Board, on motion of Bishop Smith. There ting the death of our Saviour. In the midst of the per
day evening the 1st. inst. The meeting was held in the ing us, wc will send them.” They arc ready to increase the was no departure in this vote from the principle embodied formance, the floor, owing to the great crowd upon it, parties.
number of printers; establish type and stereotype foundeA late number of the London Morning Chronicle pre
large and beautiful edifice recently completed, and on a pre ries; bring missionaries, native converts, and others into in a former resolution, offered by Bishop Doane, that the gave way and ten persons were killed and seventy wounded.
vious occasion consecrated by the name of Christ Church. efficient operations as distributers; and use every means to Committees should operate in separate places. Upon brief The one who enacted the part of Judas, was the only one sents this statament.
“
Wc already learn that several of the societies which
The Church was full, the congregation of St. pauVs hav render this Society’s appropriations effectual for the diffu experience of the two Committees acting, the one in New who escaped unhurt. The one who played the part of had overspread France during the restoration, and whose
York and the other in Philadelphia, it was found difficult Christ, is in the hospital. On next Sunday evening there
sion
of
Divine
truth,
and
the
conversion
of
perishing
men
ing been invited to attend and participate in the interest
if not impossible to carry on in separate channels the bu is to be a grand opera, in which several cf the most distin exertions contributed to prepare that state of things which
God.
the elder Bourbons from the throne, after an in
ing exercises. After divine service Bishop Smith of Ken to While
such arc the openings; while the number of de siness, which had before run in one, without frequent con guished singers in Italy are to perform. It is to be for the hurled
tucky addressed the congregation. He dwelt principally voted men consecrating themselves to foreign fields is so ference on the part of the two committees, and constant benefit of the families of those, who were killed. Sunday significant contest, arc beginning to organize themselves,
both in Paris and the Provinces. Every attempt of the
upon the importance of having a well educated ministry in limited and death is making its inroads upon them ; while reference to the same records and documents. It was is the regular night for the theatre.
Government to put the confederation down will only
deemed best therefore that for at least a year they should
the West, upon the great destitution of such, and the dif intelligence from every quarter shows, the press to he an labour in the same place, till the two departments of the
The population attached to the Free-will Baptist church render the managers of them more determined and more
lndiRpensible auxiliary to their efforts, and acoess is easy to
astute
in endeavoring to avoid detection, and to dispense^
es
and
congregations
in
the
United
States
is
about
300,ficulty, or rather impossibility of obtaining them from the so large portions of the earth’s population; and while Missionary work, should be so arranged as to allow of their
with all tangible proofs of their texistencc.”
east. He spoke particularly of the advantage of having (rod is pouiing upon us the bounties of his Providence, being conducted independently of each other, ltisconfi. 1000.

up, in her labor of love, the dirty fteps that the ministry educated among the people where they expect ‘
led to the shop of Mr.--------- , and kindly pre to labor, and showed how much more useful, an acquaint
sented him the Tract “Quench not the Spirit,” ance with their habits and customs, and modes of thought
—silently praying, with a-faith which was ho and feeling would make them. He stated what he had
nored in heaven, that his soul might be saved. aimed to do in his own diocese, and adduced the example
He personally respected the old lady, and said of Episcopalians in Louisville in having a few days before
within himself—“If this old woman will take subscribed twelve scholarships of 75 dollarseacli in the Theo
the pains to hobble a mile from home and up logical Seminary at Lexington, as worthy of imitation in
the stairs of my shop, to bring me a book, I Ohio. Bishop Mellvaine followed in remarks upon the
will read it;”—little thinking that the Spirit of general subject of the missionary work, as that to which
God was to make it the instrument of subduing every Christian is called by his baptismal engagements.—
He assumed the strong ground that contributing to this
him to Himself.
He read the little book, and repented of his cause is no longer optional with such, that in the vows of
sins, and I trust has been forgiven. He is now this ordinance they consecrated themselves and their pos
become a joyful and valuable member of socie sessions to the Master’s service in the great work of making
ty, and is looking with earnestness to the time known the gospel, and thereby saving the souls of men.—
when all remaining sin shall be washed away A contribution was taken up amounting to $135,00 for
from his soul, and when he shall join this moth diocesan Missions, and Twenty scholarships of $75 each
er in Christ, and the multitude of the redeemed were subscribed upwards of 12 of which were subscribed by
in forever praising God in his immediate pre citizens of Cincinnati.
sence.
This result is very gratifying, as it will enable the com

GAMBIER O B S E R T E R
1G
PRIDE. *
Stranger! henceforth he warned and kno’w that pride
Howe’er disguised in its own majesty,
Is litt’eness; that he who leels contempt
For any living thing, hath faculties
Which he has never used, that thought f uh hint
Is in its infancy. The man whose eyo
Is ever on himself, doth look
mov.
The least of Nature strorks, one
holds
The wise man to that scorn which wi»°
Unlawful ever. O be wiser, thou.
Instruct that true
wZi£^

CONTENTMENT.
From Wilby'i Madrigals. Edit. 1598.
There is a jewel which no Indian mine can I uy,
No chemic art can counterfeit;
It makes men rich in greatest poverty,
Makes water wine, turns wooden cups to gold:
The homely whistle to sweet music s strain;
Seldom it comes, to few from heaven sent,
That much in little—all in nought—Content.

JUVENILE.
CLARA.

which was disagreeable to herself, (however ne
cessary it n>igh?be for her own good,) she seem
ed not to care how much she grieved her aunt
bv murmuring, disputing, and captious replies.
Clara is one of the readers of the Children s
Magazine. Are there not many of its readers
who have something of her temper?
Mv only object in giving this account of her
conduct is, that all who partake of her spuit
may see how it appears, and strive to mend t eir
faults. I would nowremind Clara that her aunt
now stands in the place of a mother to her, and
is entitled to her honour and obedience. It she
endeavours to correct herself, the little jealousy
she feels towards her cousin will soon weai
away, and she will every day become more con
tented and cheerful, for the path of duty is the
only one that leads to happiness. Children s
Magazine.
IIAPPY PARENTAL DISCIPLINE.

“„“!o an untimely g"ave-l.olding .be destroyer
still more and more firmly to his lips. It is e
cause he has incurred the penalty and is ju tly
suffering the inevitable consequences of a violat
ed law of nature. He has injured nature and
she suffers ! He has wounded nature and ^he
feels! And you might as well bid the man
whose limb has been crushed not to feel pain,
as to bid the drunkard not to feel the want of
his accustomed stimulus. The whole system
craves it. Every nerve, every fibre, every vein
aches for its wonted excitement. No substi
tute will do. No ransom will purchase relief.
Insatiate as the grave, is the burning lust with
in; and the dictates of reason, the persuasions
of motive, and the convictions of conscience,
are all drowed in the common abyss of the cla
mors of a sensual passion!
Thus the temperate drinker throws himself
within the influence of a physical law, of which
he can no more control the developement or re
sist the urgency than he can controul and resist
the circulation of the blood through Ins heart.
And thus does it appear from an incontrovei tible and unalterable law of our nature, that no
man is safe in the use of ardent spirit habitua ly, in the smallest quantity. Whoever does
this, brings himself under the influence of a
cause whose effect is ruinous. Wheye, then,
is the man who, in view of all this, will talk of
the power of self-control, and venture within
the coils of the serpent ?
In view, then, of the insidious operation of
strong drink upon all the barriers we may set up
against excess,—so secretly does it steal upon
the taste, excite the appetite, disorganize the
nervous system, and undermine the deepest re
solution of him who imagines himselfin perfect
security,—we may lay it down as a position
which none who know the annals of intemper
ance will dispute, that no individual who per
mits himself to use ardent spirit moderately,
lias any solid security that he will not become
the vict'm of its power!
What, then, does the law of self-preservation
prescribe as our duty in relation to Alcohol?—

The son of a minister, now living, had by
some means excited the displeasure of his fa
ther. His father thought it best to he reserved
for an fiour or two; and when asked a question
about the business of the day, he was very short
in his answer to his son. An hour or more elaps
ed : the time was nearly arrived when the youth
was to repeat his lessons. He came to his fa
ther’s study, and said, “ Papa, I cannot learn
my lessons except you are reconciled; I am sor
ry I have offended you; I hope you will for
give me, I think I never shall offend you again.”
Ilis father replied, “All I wish is to make you
sensible ofyour fault: when you acknowledge it
you know all is easily reconciled with me.”—
“ Then papa," said he, “ give me the token of
reconciliation and seal it with a kiss.” I he
hand was given, and the seal most heartily ex
changed on each side. “ Now,” exclaimed the
dear boy, “ I will learn Latin and Greek with
any boy," and fled to his little study. “ Stop 1
stop!” exclaimed his father, “ have you not a
heavenly Father ? If what you have done be
evil, lie is displeased, and you must apply to
Him for forgiveness.” With tears starting in
his eyes, he said, “Papa, I went to Him first.
I knew, except he was reconciled, I could do
nothing,-” and with tears now fast rolling, he Total Abstinence.
said, “ I hope, I hope, he has forgiven me, and
THE DEAD OF THE STREETS.
now I am happy.” Ilis father never had oc
In the neigbourhood of Cliff street, whither I
casion to look at him with a shade of disappro
was going to visit an acquaintance, I saw a stout,
bation from that time till his death.

I have lately been making a visit to my friend
Mrs. Lee, and found a new inmate added to
her household, a niece named Clara, who has
come to spend the winter with her aunt for the
purpose of going to school, as there are no good
schools where her parents live. Clara is just
the age of her cousin Fanny, and seems of an
affectionate disposition ; I was therefore surpris
ed to observe that she did not appear fond of
Fanny. They did not quarrel—that they knew
Mrs. Lee would not allow,—hut they did not
seem to have that love of association, that confi
dence in each other, that free and joyous inter
change of good will and kind feelings, which
ought to subsist between young relations, living
under the same roof. One morning when the
girls were at school, and Mrs. Lee and myself
were sewing together, I said, ‘ 1 think it is a
pity that Fanny and Clara do not seem to love
one unother. What can be the reason ?”
Mrs. Lee replied, “ I regret extremely the
want of kind feeling you have noticed, and can
only account for it by the fact that Clara was
very much indulged at home, and allowed to
athletic man, nearly half bent, leaning against a
spend her whole time in play or entire idleness;
board fence, and surrrounded by half a dozen boys.
ENCOURAGEMENT TO LABOUR FOR LITTLE
consequently, as she grew larger, her mother
As I approached him, I found that he was in con
CHILDREN.
found her very troublesome to manage, and of
Rev. Mr. C., as he took his leave of a family vulsions, and it was easy to perceive that he would
ten said to her, she wished she was like my
long survive. And yet lie struggled manfully
in
liis
parish which he wu„ visiting, placed his not
win, u.„
-ma whole frame shook
Funny; this made her feel a degree of jealousy hand upon
the head of a child about two years violently, and I observed that lie would sink almost
toward her cousin, even before she knew her, old, and said a word to it respecting the Sa
und when she came here she brought a letter viour. “ That child,” interrupted the mother, to the earth, and then, with a desperate effort rise
from her mother, confessing that Clara had been ‘idocs not understand any thing about that sub up again, as if he believed, so long as he could re
much indulged, and urgently begging me to try ject.” How little did that mother suspect that tain his feet, that lie was still the victor. Ilis skin
to correct her idle habits and make her useful this single remark of her minister, was fixing an was of a bluish color, and never before had I beheld
and neat, like Fanny, l’oor Clara, having so important truth in the mind of her child never such glaring and fearful eyes. In A. few moments
Jong been entirely idle thought going to school to bo effaced? Some months after this inter lie fell heavily upon the pavement—a stiffened
half the day full employment for her time. On view, Mr. C. was in another family, and was corpse ! A large crowd soon assembled about him,
that account I find it very difficult to make her told that this little child had just been there on some of whom knelt down to feel his pulse, and one
keep her clothes in order, though she is four a visit, and one day said to them, “ The minis exclaimed with all the indifference in the world,
teen years old, an ago when every girl should ter has been to our house, and told me, that Jesus that he was “ dead as a door nail,” while another
he able to do so. She is not only idle, but has Christ came into the world to diefor little chil cried out, “ Ho, my boys, go and bring a dray ?”
a proud rebellious temper, and when required dren.
” This incident shows that children at a I passed on, thinking it must be an ordinary thing
to mend her clothes neatly, says they will do
very
early age, often notice and treasure up to see a dead man in the streets. The next day
well enough as they are, so that if I am not very whatever
they hearon religious subjects, and it 1 learned from the coroner’s report, that the poor
watchful, she will wearher frocks without hooks
should
encourage
parents to commence the wretch was a victim of intemperance.—Philanthro
and her stockings with holes at the toes. This
pist.
often obliges me to speak very positively to her religious instruction of their children early—
and then she says I ain too severe with her not Sabbath School Visitor.
From the Boston Recorder.
considering that she compels me to be so, by
TEMPERANCE.
TEMPERANCE.
neglecting her work; and when I speak mildly
Extractsfrom a distinguished American in France
* You do not scold Fanny so,’ she will say.—
I-’rom the Christian Witness.
‘ Because Fanny does her work neatly,’ I an
to the Corresponding Secretary of the America
swer; thus Fanny is ‘ that odious thing, a model,’
EXTRACTS FROM A TEMPERANCE AD
Temperance Society.
DRESS.
to Clara, and this is the only reason I can give
Upon my arrival here in the latter part of
why there is not more cordiality between the
I would now invite your attention to the rea March, I learned from Mr. Livingston who was
girls, for I think I am not too partial to Fanny sons why, in the use of ardent spirit, indulgence then here as our minister that he had received
when I say that it does not appear to be her is so dangerous—the habit so unconquerable.
many letters from various parts in France asking
fault.’
It lias often excited surprise, why it should for information in relation to the Temperance
The next morning's observation convinced be so difficult to overcome or restrain this indul Societies in the United States. He informed
me that Mrs. Lee had not judged Clara harshly gence. The explanation has usually been this : me that there is evidently an increasing desire
either in respect to industry or temper. Fanny it is the power of habit. This is true, and any to know the principles upon which this reforma
is in the practice of washing the breakfast things habitual and long-continued gratification of a tion is founded, and a disposition to introduce
before she goes to school, a matter she can easi sinful propensity exemplifies the divine declara them into this country. Since that interview
ly accomplish, as they take that meal very ear tion—“Can the Ethiopian change his skin,or the with Mr. Livingston, I have met with many
ly; but on this morning her mother wished her leopard his spots? then may ye also do good facts which have coufirmed what he stated.—
to buy some muslin and bring it home to her that are accustomed to do evil.” But there is One Temperance Society existed in France
before school, she therefore despatched her as something in the natural history ot this habit when I came, and one or two in Switzerland.
soon as breakfast was over, and began to wash the knowledge of which may be of essential ser
But within a few weeks a Temperance So
the cups herself. Clara was sitting on the sofa vice in resisting the beginning of the evil. There ciety has been origanized at Amiens, a city ot
idly leaning on her elbow. Mrs. Lee said in a are certain laws by which the whole natural about forty thousand inhabitants, and of much
pleasant voice, “ Clara, my dear, take the towel world is governed; as by the the law of gravita business. This Society embraces a number of
and wipe the things as 1 wash them,” Clara’s tion, a stone dropped from the hand will fall to persons of great respectability.
countenance was immediately overclouded, she the ground, and a man falling from a precipice
The Amiens Society is like to do good. They
rose with an ill humoured air, took up all the is injured or destroyed by his own weight, so have offered premiums to secure a discussion
tea-spoons at once, wiped one, then dropped it the introduction of alcohol into the human sys of the subject and to elicit some plan for benefitfrom her hand to the table; and then another, tem produces disease and death by a law of our ting the laborers of Amiens in regard to this
thus going through them all; she then began to nature. The magic power of this
destructive subject, and the political newspapers have very
is destructive
wipe the saucers, dashing them down one into habit arises not from a love of the agreeable generally noticed the formation of the Society
the other in a manner that threatened the de flavor of the drink, but from the production of a and its appeal to the public for dissertations.
struction of the whole. “ Clara, is that the way feverish appetite, resulting from a diseased state
Through the Medium of Mr. H. Lutteroth, a
to handle china?” asked Mrs. Lee; on which, of the stomach and nerves. This effect of alco
with singular perverseness, she set them down hol upon the animal system, and why temperate philanthropic and excellent gentleman of this
with an affectation of such extreme care, that drinking leads, by a certain and invariable law, tfity, I have sent to the President of the Amiens
it appeared as if she was afraid to touch them to intemperance, I will explain in the words of Society, a copy ofyour last four Reports—the
at all. As soon as she had done the saucers a medical writer. “ The nervous system is that only copy which I had left,—save the one which
she threw down the towel and returned to the part of our bodies which suffers most from stim I have for my own use. In reply, the Pre
sofa, leaving her aunt to wipe the rest of the ulants and narcotics. Thus we see the man sident of that Society has expressed his sincere
things herself.—Mrs. Lee finished them quietly who has been over excited by these stimulants thanks for them. I also sent him a copy of
then turning to her niece, said, “ Clara, do you with a trembling band and a tottering step._ the volume of temperance tracts published by
not think it would have been much better if The excitability of our system is acted upon the American Tract Society.
I he religious papers4 of this city, the Aryou had come cheerfully when I asked you to by all stimuli; and when the natural stimulants
assist me, and wiped the things properly ?” Cla —the food and drink furnished by nature_ are chieves du Chrislianisme and the Seweur, have
ra muttered “she did not know.” “Now,” applied properly and in due proportion, the va frequently mentioned what is doing in the
said Mrs.I.ee, “you are adding to your fault; rious functions of life are kept up, and that bal United States and England to promote temper
you do know your conduct was wrong and I am ance of action among the organs maintained, ance and in this way have contributed to excite
grieved to see you so perverse__ Do try to cor which secures health. But if an agent be ap the minds of Christians to look at this subject.
Now it appears to me that the time is fully
rect your temper, or it will make you unhappy plied to the system, exerting stimulant powers
through life. I wish you to consider not only exceeding those which are necessary an excite C?™’whena small vo,uine say a duodecimo
that such a disposition is unlovely to your fellow ment ensues, which is always followed by a col of 200 or 300 pages should be prepared in
creatures, but alto displeasing to Him who in lapse, and accompanied with a derangement of the French, and published and sent to the
his word-teaches us that women should be the organs of tho body. We must, however, active leading men in the important places in
adorned with a meek and quiet spirit, ' which notice, that the same quantity of any unnatural lb'8"?10? ltwould be easy to select when
is, said St. Peter, ‘ in the sight of God of great stimulus, frequently repeated, fails to produce
c c lamber of Deputies is in session,such men.
about two or three, or five thousand copies of
its
specific
effect
and
satisfy
this
feverish
and
During the remainder of my visit I had too
sue i a work, supposing it to be suitably prenarmany proofs of Clara’s indolence. Every time unnatural craving. Thus the disease is created c( , w ere circulated, it would lead I apprehend
before the person is aware. As the accustom
her stockings were to k
. . 7
grea and good results. A work of two hunI0?6 mended,
seek for
for hpr
her thimble and
c she. must ed hour returns for his glass, he remembers it
neglected to put them i„
h“,',.n.g the desire increases, and he persuades himself fl'in'wPul<i not cost much as it relates to
8 e,e,0.-vPinS- Probably three hundred doland her countenance was le,r proper place; of its necessity from the very fact that he de In
she was sewing that it waTunpkasant'r [‘"l sires it: more and more becomes necessary, un- »«’ouW put live tl,„usa„a copies into circabecomes wi-Plnhort
wretched without it
at her. 1 do not mean to say Clara wLtO„ °°k til he hprnmp:
I
is cheap
Nowsuch
„I,ata
' Tt 7l ?•>7pr'"t',"S "ee'd
he here.
to prepare
Here then we have a solution of the fact which Xk,wahiLr“''Or X"tS're?
agreeable, she was lively and pleasant when’ll
P7tOd
a good humour, and seemed to love her aunt has astonished thousands,viz :—how the unhap
and at times would caress her in the fondest py drunkard, with all the certain consequences
manner ; but when required to do any thing of his course staring him in the face, and
armdst the entreaties and arguments of distres11 'vould
b“st
it
re as it would be made to suit the

wants of this country, and of Europe generally
better than it would be in America.
The book that I have in view, would give a
view of the deplorable evils of intemperance, a
history of what has been done in the United
States, Great Britian and Ireland, and elsewhere
and a full developement and enforcement of the
simple principle of the Temperance Societies
of America; and such a book should also be
printed in the Dutch, and especially .in the Ger-

MISCELLANY.
Washington’s Hospitality--- Even the heavy charge
of the whole American forces during the Revolution, did
not cause Washington to forget his home and his poor
neighbors. The following extract-speaks volumes in bis
praise, as a man. His heart was ever “open to melting
charity.”
Extract of a letter to Lund Washington, Mt. Vernon, 1775,
“ Let the hospitality of the house with respect to the
poor be kept up. Let no one go away hungry. If any
of this kind of people should be in want of corn, supply
their necessities, provided it does not encourage them in
idleness; and I have no objection to your giving my money
iu charity, to the amount of forty or fifty pounds a yearwhen you think it well bestowed. What I mean by hav
ing no objection, is that it is my desire that it should be
done. You are to consider, that neither myself nor wife
is now in the way to do these good offices. In all other
respects, I recommend it to you, and have no doubt of your
observing the greatest economy and frugality, as I suppose
you know that I do not get a farthing for my services here,
more than my expenses. It becomes necessary, therefore
for me to be saving at home.”

The Habits of a Man of Business—A sacred regard
to the principles of justice,* forms the basis of every trans
action, and regulates the conduct ot the upright man of
business. He is strict in keeping his engagements—does
nothing carelessly or in a hurry employs nobody to do
what he can easily do himself—keeps every thing in its pro.
per place—leaves nothing undone which ought to be done,
and which circumstances permitted him to do—keeps his
designs and businesss from the view of others—is prompt
and decisive with his customers, and does not overtrade for
his capital—prefers short credits to long ones, and cash to
credit transactions at all times, when they can be advantage
ously made, either in buying or selling—and small profits
in credit cases, with little risk, to the chance of better
gains with more hazard. He is clear and explicit in all
his bargains—leaves nothing of conseqenee to memory
which he can and ought to commit to writing—keeps co
pies of all his important letters which he sends away, and
has every letter, invoice, &c. belonging to his business, tit
led, classed, and put away. Never suffers his desk to be
confused with many papers lying upon it—is always at the
head of business, well knowing, that if he leaves it, it will
leave him—holds it as a maxim, that he whose credit is sus
pected, is not safe to be trusted—is constantly examining
his books, and sees through all his affairs as far as care and
attention enables him—balances regularly at stated times,
and then makes out and transmits all his accounts current
to his customers,and constituents, both at home and ap
uccammodation
in
—avoids, us much as possible, all
.
’ts where there is the least hazard

economical in his expenditure, always living within
his income—keeps a memorandum book with a pencil in
his pocket, in which he notes every little particular rela
tive to appointments, addresses, and petty cash matters—is
cautious how he becomes security for any person, and is
generous only when urged by motives of humanity.
[ Weekly Messenger.
—is

Turkish Empire.—De Lamartine in his “ Pilgrim
age to the Holy Land” thus speaks of the Turkish°Empire.
“The Turkish empire is crumbling to pieces, and threa
tens from day to day to leave to anaicby and disorganized
bar barism, territories devoid of inhabitants, and a people
destitute of rulers. This impending ruin of the Ottoman
empire requires not hastening even by a touch of the fin
ger against the tottering Colossus, it is accomplishing
itself providentially by its own action, and by a fatality
inherent in its nature, of which no one can be arraigned
as the author, and which it is not in the power of the
Turks or of Europe to retard. The sinking population
expires from the cessation of its own vitality; or rather,
it is already extinct. The Mussulman race is reduced to
nothing in the sixty thousand square leagues of wlitch its
immense and fertile domain is composed. Except in one
or two capitals, there are no Turks. Let us cast our eye
over those rich and beautiful regions, and seek the Otto
man empire; we shall find it nowhere, the stupid, or rath
er the inert and murderous administration of the conquer
ing race of Osman, has everywhere created a desert, or has
permitted tho conquered people to aggrandize, and multi •
ply, while it was itself daily diminishing and expiring.”
“The spirit of conquest, the soul of the Osmanlis is ex
tinct; the spirit of armed proselytism has long since van
ished from among them ; their force of impulsion is gone
their force of conservation, which should reside in an uni
form, enlightened, and progressive administration, exists
only in the head ot Mahmoud: popular fanaticism is dead
with the janissaries, and if the janissaries, could revive,
barbarism would revive with them; a miracle of genius
would be necessary to resuscitate the empire; Mahmoud
has heart, but not genius ; he assists in producing his own
ruin, and encounters only obstacles wheie a stronger and

mors expansive mind would find instruments; he is reduced
to depending for support upon the Russians, his natural and
immediate enemies.”

Female Writers.—The New York Courier and Enqui
rer, in notice of Miss Sedgwick’s new Novel “ The Linwoods., cites as the three principle female writers of the
day, since Mrs. Heman’s death, Miss Mitford, Miss Lan
don, and Mrs.Norton, regarding Misses Bailie, Edgeworth
and Porter, with more justness than gallantry, as belong
ing toa past. age. fo any of these three the Courier and
Enquirer thinks our Miss Sedgwick superior. The ques
tion of precedence in merit is a very delicatate one among
authors, even those of the masculine gender ; and to decide
it among thejair candidates for literary distinction, is a task
we would only undertake under a very strong impulse of
i uty. We cannot help however putting in a word here for
one whom we rank as belonging to Class No. 1. araoiw
living writers, without regard to sex,—we mean Mrs. Jame
son.. Neither Miss Mitford, Miss Landon nor Mrs. Nor
ton is worthy to hold an inkstand to her__ Baltimore AmerTrick of a Lawyer—Several years ago,the son of a rich
Jew was on the point of being married to a Christian; the fa
ther who had not so much objection to the religion of the lady
as the smallness of her fortune, expostulated with the young
man, aud told him that he might have a person with more
money. The son, however, was firm in his resolution, and
replied that whether his father consented or not, he would
marry the object of his affections : and if he refused to give
him a proper share of his fortune, he could claim the bene
fit of an English statute, and obtain half of what he possessed. Upon this the old man was greatly confounded, and
soon after went to consult legal advice, and to inquire
whether there was such a law in existence. The counselor
replied that there certainly was; and that his son upon turn
ing Christian would have a right to half his fortune ; ‘ but’
i, 1 tv’
, Su‘uu<tb,
ueas, ±1 Will
will put
put VOU
you
-i."
.
*"•
nmb?H r
and the graceless rogue shall
not be able to obtain a farthing.” At this the old man’s
hand8 rexVnrCd’
put.tin& ten guineas into the lawyer’s
hand, expressed an impatience to know how he was to pro
ceed, when the counselor replied with a smile: ‘Tou have
nothing to do, sir, but to turn Christian yourself.’ ?
[London paper,
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Cochineal.—But there is

another nbnt

It is that species of the Cactus called opuntia tna;OT
*
1
I
n ryn r\e
known also
by the names
of Indian fir.
fig and ___
prickly L?
This plant yields a beautiful dye, in every respect equal k
some superior, to the Cochineal insect, which it is evi(Jen*I
is indebted to this fruit for the colour it possesses.
Shetz of Jamaica inspissated the purple juice of tliiSfruk
by more than sixty different processes; and sent the resu|’t
of the most favorable ones to the dyers in and about Lon.
don. These dyers assured him that the same quantity 0(
this inspissated juice could color three times the cloth that
the cochineal would, and that the color was as brilliant ai)(j
as permanent. The government, however, appeared to en.
te-tain an idea that the encouragement of this manufactu,-e
would injure the revenue, by destroying the cochineal trad!
with Spanish America. However politic this reason^
may be in Britain, it would not apply to the United State's
whose reigning policy seems to he, to establish an entire
independence of all foreign powers, by raising and making
every thing within their own dominions. I can assur*
them that they may make their own cochineal from thit
prickly pear, for I have made it myself. The plate ofthe
cactus in my botanical collection, is colored with the juics
of thefig itself. It will grow almost in pure sand. The
creoles are very fond of the fruit, and will rob every plant
they meet with, even before it is ripe. A leaf set with thstem in the ground, will produce a plant, as each leaf groivj
out of another, and so on till it becomes quite a tree. The
flowers come out of the edge, and also out of the disk of the
leaves.— Cin. Mirrror.
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An Incident well Applied.—There is
,
in the following article from the Philadelphia
'
we have met with, in the same space, in many a day: **
“Some thirty odd years, when we belonged totheaoe
that delights in the cry of fire and the noise of the
man’s trumpet, we, like other youths, were fond of playin.
an engine, and on one accasion recollect a position in
which we were placed whilst directing the pipe. The spot
at which we aimed appeared to us the proper one, hut w6
were constantly annoyed by the cry of “play here” froffl
one quarter—“play there,” from another, and “playfon"
from a third. We soon found that each man formed his
judgment from the actual position he occupied, and that
we had a better ground for our judgment than either, as to
the points on which the engine could be brought to bear
with effect. Since we have become the editor of a news
paper, we have often thought of the old fire scene. “Play
here,” says one—“ play there,” says another—“play here"
says a third. We believe our true course, is now, as it was
then, to judge for ourselves, as to the best course to be pur.
sued, and to play in the direction in which, in our humhli
estimation, we shall be likely to do the most good.”

Instinct of Animals.—Certainly'they do afford the most
striking proofs of an intelligent cause, as well as of a unity
of design in the world. The work of bees is among the
most remarkable of facts in both these respects. The form
is in every country the same—the proportions accurately
alike—-'the size the very same to the fraction of a line, go
where you will—and the form is proved to be that which
the most refined analysis has enabled mathematicians to
discover as of all others the best adapted for the purposiwf
saving room, and work and materials. The discovery «
only made about a century ago; nay the instrument that
enabled us to find it out, was unknown halt a century before that application of its powers. And the bees had been
for thousands of years in all countries unerringly working
according to this fixed rule, choosing the same
gle of 120 degrees for the inclination of the sides
tle room, which all had for ages known to be the best pos
sible angle, but also choosing the same exact angle of 110
and 70 degrees, for the inclination of the roof, which no
one had discovered till the 18th century, when Maclaurin
solved that most curious problem of 7naximia and minima,
the means of investigating which had not existed till the
century before, when Newton invented the calculus, where
by such problems can now be easily worked. -It is impos
sible to conceive any thing more striking as a proof of refin.
ed skill than the creation of such instincts, and it is a skill
altogether applied to the formation of intellectual existence,
Lord Brougham.

A Paradox.—“Waiter,” said a young fellow, going in
to a coffee house one rainy day, “*1 hope you have got s
good fire for I am confoundedly wet, and give me somethin’
to drink directly for J am confoundedly dry also__ Parlow
Mugazine.
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Raising Cocoons.—The silk busines will be best prosecuted in this country by having it systematized as Zu
France and Italy. Raising the cocoons is one branch,
and not an expensive but rather a simple prociss.
berry trees can be had at a trifling cost, and when two w
three years old, will furnish abundant food for worms,—
They need^iccupy no ground which could be appropriated
to other uses. They can be planted by the side of fences
in rows all about a farmer’s homestead. Even planted so
close as to form an impervious and beautiful hedge, a valu
able substitute for wooden fences.
When the worms are hatched from the eggs a portion of
the barn or wood bouse can be appropriated to feeding
them. About six weeks only are occupied in the process,
and the leaves can be plucked and all needed attentionsgiren the worms by young boys or girls with every little ex
perience. After the feeding is over, and they begin W
wind their cocoons, they require no further attention, Tke
work is infinitely more agreeable, as well as lucraflrzfl*an
the sedentary employment of covering buttons, M
working at palm-leaf hats or straw braiding.
When the cocoons are wound, they can find a ready casi
market. The large establishments which are coining into
existence in this country, both for raisng worms and wind
ing and weaving the Silk, will consume more than can be
had for twenty years. In France and Italy the leaves are
furnished by one class of persons, another buys them and
feeds the worms, while others purchase the cocoons and
wind them for a fourth class, who manufacture the silk.—
Cocoons are sold as most other commodities are, carried,
into market by the peasantry every morning where purcha
sers are ever ready to secure a good article. We earnestly
urge upon every farmer to plant mulberry trees, and fillnish a healthful and lucrative employment for ],;s little
ones.
Mildew on Grates__ A gentleman cf this village who
takes much interest in these things, informs us that be has
discovered a sure remedy for mildew upon’ grapes. The
mildew has been the great bane to the success of gfowinj
the more tender but delicious kinds of grapes in this
quarter, and even the Isabella suffers more or less by
it. The gentleman above mentioned says that he last
year discovered that his grapes began to mildew bad
ly, that lie had formerly tried sulphur and other reinedi®
without success, and that he made the experiment of ap
plying strong soap suds with a syringe to a few bunches,
and these caine to maturity plump, smooth, and fair, wliik
all the rest upon the same vine were so badly mildewed as
be unfit for use. Should this simple remedy prove effectu
al, our courage will again be revived in cultivating this de
licious table fruit.—Fredonia N. T. Censor.

Fire Blight in Pear Trees—This manifests itself
by the limb or branch affected, suddenly withering and the
leaves turning black, while the rest of the tree remains
thy. In order to arrest it, and prevent it from £Xten !n°
to the rest of the tree, the diseased branch should be un
mediately, when discovered, cut off some distance «-■
all indications of disease, and burned without delay,
already dead with fire blight should be removed a tog.t ic
and he destroyed in the same way. Where this cour.^- la
been constantly and promptly pursued, it has . een ou
completely successful. But. where neglected, it soon. e.
tends through the orchard, and the whole are u tuna e J
destroyed. As the season is now npproac iiflg " icn
i
I,Iv.-itors of
makes
its appearance, cultivators
oi this fruit slioula be «
, i out* ‘so as .to airest
ni rnet it
the look
ic at
at its
os very7 commencement
Gennesse Farmer.
Preserving Appi-ks for IIoos.-Hogs may be
we11 throuch the winter mostly on apples. Se ed •>« ‘
-mnles that"will keep well, using the soft and less dursb'
kinds for cider and for stock in the fall, and put them i
;"Led, or some building in a cold place, where hey
not be liable to be warmed by the sun. . Iht)
withered rather late, when the weather is co , <
■
mav not become heated; they will freeze.j1") e atbef
continue frozen through the winter; or , t
ta #
should be changeable and they should freeze anf
few times, they will not lose their substance like those!
rot in the cellar. . R y<»‘ have apples that are soft and
not keep well, which you intend to give to your swm
the winter, it would be the better way to put them m a
'L„,>rl |,v themselves to be fed out first,and the hard ones; J
rlXLh^to be kept later.
--------
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